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The Courier-Gazette

WANT TO LAUGH?

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Subscriptions $3 00 per year payable ln
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established
In 1846 In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Oazette
In 1882 The Free Press was established
In 1855 and ln 1891 changed Its name to
the Tribune These papers consolidated
March 17. 1897.

Then See the Three-Act Comedy

u

HENRY'S WEDDING
UNION TOWN HALL

tt

‘

TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY, JULY 11-12
One Hundred People in Cast
AUSPICES AMERICAN LEGION AND AUXILIARY
Children's Performance Monday at 8 P. M. Admission 10 Cents

♦
Life ls not a goblet to be ♦
♦ drained: It ls a measure to be —•
♦ Oiled—A. T. Hadley.
—

SATURDAY SPECIALS
Comic Pots with Rubber Plants, 49c complete
Tuberous-rooted Begonias, 35c each
Cannas—red and green leaved, 15c each; 2 for 25c

SILSBY’S FLOWER SHOP,

371 Main Street

ROCKLAND, ME.

WAN-E-SET INN
TENANTS HARBOR

KNOW THIS MAN?
Information is wanted concerning
j a native of Thomaston — Joseph
Benton Thomas, who would be 56 if
! still living. The Courier-Gazette is
! asked to publish this item:
“Relatives and heirs of one Joseph
Benton Thomas, who was born ln
Thomaston, on October 15. 1877, are
wanted by the Heirs Research &
Recovery Bureau, 316-318 Homer
Laughlin Building, Los Angeles, Cali
fornia."

IS NOW OPEN FOR BUSINESS

SHORE DINNERS & CHICKEN DINNERS
We also cater for banquets.

Board by day or week.

POULTRYMEN!
Why not turn those cheap broilers
into real money by

Caponizing!

For further information phone 27, Tenant’s Harbor
79-81

For information and details
phone or write

ALFRED C. HAWES

ROCKLAND BUSINESS COLLEGE

UNION, ME.
77-81

TEL. 8-24

SUMMER SCHOOL
OPENS JULY 10
SIX WEEKS' COURSE

”

OPEN FOR REGISTRATION JULY 5-10
74-81

KJBJzrararazizjzjajararafargfgfzrararafgjBfgrarafzrazfarazjafi&zrazra p.,

PLAY GOLF AT
THE SAMOSET
ROCKLAND BREAKWATER

GREENS FEE
$1.50
Swim in Our
SALT WATER POOL
75c
aoTh&s-tf

RADIO SALES AND SERVICE

Specialize en Chimea and French
Clocks
All Work Guaranteed
Formerly employed by C. E. Morse
Jeweler
Now l ocated at
HUSTON-TUTTLE BOOK STORE
404 Main Street
Rockland
Why Buffer tortares from RheumaUtm. Sciatica, Neurltlz, Muzcular
lame nett, Sprain. and Brultet when
MTTHYL BALM
will bring almoit In'tant relief?
■iohnuton's drug store
71 PARK ST.,
ROCKLAND
Sent Pott Paid on receipt ot price
SO rente
18-Th-tf

AUTHORIZED

PHILCO,

MAJESTIC,

CROSLEY

WE RENT R.ADIOS

HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc.
442 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

ASK YOl'R DRUGGIST FOR
NU-VI-TA HERB A IRON TONIC
1. It rleanset the tyttem.
2 It purlflrt the blond
1. It improve* the appetite.
4. It aids Digestion.
5. It tones up the system.
6. It regulates the bowels, and helps to
correct Constipation.
7. It It guaranteed sate and reliable.
Freedman Medicine Co., Stonington. Mr
61-T-94

BASSICK BROTHERS
South Thomaston

Fine Memorials in Granite

Work Done Anywhere
PROMPT SERVICE
Water pipes repaired and refold.
Inside and out, dlfging Includ
ed. Pipes wired out. Sewers dug.
laid out and cleaned when plugged.
Cesspools dug and rocked,
and sep
tic tanks. Shallow cellars75-tf
dug deep
er. Floors cemented and walls re
paired. Cellars whitewashed. Lawn
work, etc.

S. E. Eaton
TEL. 1187-Y

Represented by
C. H. WOODCOCK
Thomaston, Me.
Tel. 56-3
79*81

WHEN DECIDING TO BUY ELECTRIC REFRIGERATION
SHOP AROUND—SEE THEM ALL
And then let us show vou the
NEW KELVINATOKS AND LEONARDS
We also specialize In Commercial Refrigeration Equipment
Meat Coolers, Beer Coolers, Milk Coolers, lee Cream Cabinets,
Soda Fountains

ROCKLAND

ROCKLAND. MF..
sent
U

BLUE COAL, $13.00
LUMPY SOFT COAL, $7.25
NEW RIVER or POCAHONTUS
STEAM COAL, $7.00
In Ten Ton Lots or More
All Nearby Towns the Same ln
Three Ton Lots or More
TRUCKING—MOVING

J B. PAULSEN

G. A., LAWRENCE, Inc.
492 MAIN STREET

49^t?

W. J. TAIT
Expert Watch and
Clock Maker

LENA K. SARGENT, Crescent Beach, Me.

TEL. 260-W
75-90

Tel. Thomaston 84-2

:eded By All
To Be The Best

PILSNER’S BEER
( UTICA CLUB )

“The Old Original”
For Sale By All Licensed Dealers

ROCKLAND PRODUCE CO.
Authorized Distributors

THREE CENTS A COPY

Rockland, Maine, Thursday, July 6, 1933
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ROCKLAND MAN WON

In Manufacturer's Contest

At Bangor
Announcement is made that D. O.
Smiley, dress manufacturer, whose
headquarters are at 2 East 23rd
street, New York city and whos?
home is in Rockland is winner of the
Manufacturers' Prize Contest at the
System Company store.
The purpose and rules of this con
test, which is conducted yearly, arc
known to women all over Eastern
Maine. Each year, approximately 100
of the country's leading rnanufac-

IN THE LAND OF RAIL FENCES

AT FORT WILLIAMS

D. O. Smiley Headed the List News From Our

Boys

Volume 88....................Number 80

‘‘Henry’s Wedding,” Sched

In

Camp — Some Getting Adventuring Into the Province Of Quebec, Where Lies the
Quaintest City On the American Continent
Sleepy, Lawry Reports
Fort Williams. July 4
The boys arrived in camp at, 12 30
Saturday after setting a record of
three minutes from the time of leav
ing the train to being on their way
to camp. We were all set for regi
mental and had just readied the
field when a cloudburst sent us
double quick to the camp. Our suits
were wet through, and as it was very
hot we were as I have sometimes beci
after bowling Frank Gardner 10
strings in June.

BIG TIME IN UNION

uled For Next Week, Has
the Town Agog
Tuesday and Wednesday nights of

First Installment- By The Roving Reporter

I,I next week at 8.15 a big social, politl-

| as to the downpour which was too ca, and entertainment event, "Henry's
much even for those who play ln the
Wedding," will be staged in Union,
wet. But Milt Dick had promised
under the auspices of the American
to give my substitute a story of the
Legion and Auxiliary. Part of the
races, so they Just had to be held.
I proceeds will be given to help the
Opposite Seven Tree Grange hall ; „
„ . „
,
,
,,
,u
. __ u
! Boys Band. Many from surrounding
n Union there is an arch over the
towns are taking part, the cast total
entrance to a cross road and it reads
ling approximately 100 persons. The
"North Knox Fair Grounds." Thou
communities represented are Warren,
sands of us pass under it every sea
Washington, Liberty, East Union,
son. "Do you realize, Ed." said I,
Waldoboro and North Union and
"that we will be having another
Sunday we were busy lining up
Appleton, as well as Union proper.
Having made two invasions of the Union Fair in less than three
turers send their choicest garments J
as the Fourth was a day
"Henry's Wedding" promises to be
..
months?" But such is the cold fact the leading event of the season, and
to the System Company, which offers
we ai^ attended church. Mon- Province of Quebec back in the
Gay
and clarence Leonard, the new preslthem for sale—but does not make Qay Bob cuthbertson and I were as- z-ruvuivc ui
Ninctles, my recent visit there could 0(.nt Of
Association already has has the distinction of being the only
public any of the manufacturers' j signed to the Headquarters Cornpublic wedding of the year. At that
names. The one whose garments are pany in transportation detail, and scarcely be called a voyage of dis- bb. p]ans well in hand. Tempus time three couples will take the big
first sold—thus showing that the gassed, oiled and watered the fleet, covery I had walked the Plains of fugit!
step into matrimony. They are Dr.
It is always Interesting for a back
women of Eastern Maine approve of ustng 282 gallons of gas and around Abraham. I had seen the monuments
M. C. Stephenson, playing the part of
them above all others—is awarded a 25 gallons of oil—a good week's pay of men famous in history's pages and yard gardener and I have always Uncle Henry and Mrs. Edward Miller
been one since I lived on a real farm,
handsome silver cup.
And the for almost anyone to use In one day.
I had known the charm of promcnad- to observe the progress which other as Samantha Green; William Hawes
prestige which this cup brings—the We also took out a detail to Fort.
as Jack and Marguerite Jones as
supremacy for which it stands—helps Preble, and Monday night Bob and 'n8 Dufferln Terrace where one
gardens are making at this season of
Mary; and Mrs. Marion Burgess as
I
took
the
240th
Regiment
Band
to
beauties
that
are
scenic
and
the year. In some places wc saw pothe winner greatly ln his business
Susan Christopher and James Dor
otherwise. The city of Quebec has al- tatw,s almost ,n blossom and corn
through all the remainder of the year. Portland to take part ln a Legion
man as Lawyer Brown. These three
remained fresh in my memory knee hlgh; ln others the planU have
Mr. Smiley, this year's winner, is parade. Tuesday morning found us
couples will be married in the town
, scarcely broken through the ground
a brother of the Thomas Smiley up and around at 4.30. ready for the and 1 haye always fclt lhal lh*
hall Tuesday and Wednesday, July
whose Portland store is widely known trip to Preble and Portland. The ' 50n who Urmed U ‘,Thc most lnU>r' ' The latter will likely dodge the 11 and 12. Monday night at 8 o'clock,
and formerly was one of the leading Liberty Fleet was detailed to take the cstin« clty on thc Amerlcan Conl1' frost on the beginning of summer, there will be a children's perform
shot far of thc mark but will they reach maturity before
Worcester, Mass., retail merchants, companies to Preble where they went nenV' had
ance.
Thcn 1 Journeyed by rail, over the {he
of
carly (aU come5
nlp
thus having actual experience ln both by tug to Portland Pier; thence they
The main cast of the comedy is:
Mountain
Division
from
Portland,
them? In not a few places we saw Uncle Henry, bachelor bridegroom.
the retail and manufacturing busi marched to Portland where thc sun
I the soil being prepared for planting
ness. He was able to furnish dresses failed to shine until after the parade i and reca11 0141 among my tellow
Dr. Stephenson; Samantha Oreen,
which In style, quality and value out disbanded, which was quite a relief rcn«ers on thc excursions personally R was m Jcfler8On that we saw com Uncle Henry's fiance. Mrs. Edward
conducted by the late William A. knfe
classed those of all competing dress for the boys ln full dress uniform.
Miller; Lawyer Brown. James Dor
Kimball were Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius
manufacturers, some 100 in number
Being on the truck detail we were, ZS.UIWW.
School on Saturday
man; Susan Christopher, old maid,
with manufacturing plants from Bos- unable to take part in the parade, or I Doherty, Rev. Fr. R. W Phelan, Ml ,
Marian Burgess; Jack, Uncle Henry's
Aaron
Howes,
and
Misses
We
leave
Route
101
at
Windsor
ton to California. He was second in even see it, as we were stationed at and Mrs.
nephew, William Hawes; Ted and
Annie
Flanagan.
Four
Corners
headed
for
Watciville
McNamara,
the contest last year.
Union Station. At the close of the Rose
Helen York" Sarah McInnis. Joan and »ee some picturesque abanuoned Harris. Jack's boy friends. Runo Ol
Although the fact was not made parade we took two loads of troops
| McInnis. Mary Brickley and Eliza- «a™v,. Although it was Saturday sen and Lloyd Martin; Mary, Jack's
public by President George C. Dorr of to Portland Pier, and let me say that
I beth Morey. On one of the two trips a school was apparently ln session at fiance. Marguerite Jones; Marie,
the System Company and the office you will never hear me complain
i I also visited Montreal; on the other Windsor, a reminder that in former Ted's girl friend, Louise Grinnell;
It was known within a half hour after about Tillson avenue after putting a
days Rockland schools used to have Virginia, Harris' girl friend, Mrs.
this year's sale opened that Mr 5-ton Liberty over Commercial street !1 had slmllar Plans' but they were
Wednesday and Saturday afternoon Bliss Fuller; Eliza, negro cook, Fran
the bud when a alr y
Smiley was the winner; for all of the The Third Division came back with niPPed
holidays, instead of all-day Saturday ces Lucas; Rastus, her lazy husband,
dresses he had entered were sold us to Williams and we made another vigorous constitution failed to wlthas has been the custom many years. Ollbcrt Douthy; O'Flarety, hard
within this brief time—a remarkable trip to Preble for the others, getting | stand an artlcle of dlet ?oncocl^d by
An uncommonly fine dirt road boiled detective, Donald McEdward;
and significant record—Bangor Com back for dinner at 3 10 o'clock. The j a Trench chef whose methods o!
marks this route. Everywhere the Mugs, his dumb assistant, Harold
mercial.
boys rested until regimental at 4.30 cookery werc dlamelrlcal,y
earth was in crying need of rain—a Sabin; Brother Jones, Alvah Ames;
A new recruit from Battery E was to lhc good old 'a8hlon*'d foods °n
condition
which obtained until mid- Sister Sadie, negro spiritualist, Mrs.
detailed to obtain a pair of leather which I had been reared Sicker afternoon when widespread showers Ruby Kalloch; gangsters. Sulo Juura
hinges for the kitchen door, but being than I ever expect to be again, and began. We reach the Bangor road, and John Howard; Rev. Turntpsecd,
unable to find them was sent for live, I found myself ln a strange a hard-surtaced thoroughfare and C. H B Seliger.
PIONEER PAVILION
'i the skirmish lines, and after going hotel and an obJect of solicitous
There will be a number of special
around all the companies was last I ministrations on the part of my Ml beautiful China Lake comes into
EAST UNION
view. Smail wonder that cottage ties—brilliantly costumed dancing
seen on his way to the Red Cross. friend Helen York with wh°m 1 h“VC
construction is lively along its banks. chorus—business men as “beaus and
Latest reports had him going to the «»<>"« ***" ^MomreaTts^ot Swinging ^ard Waterville ™
belles of 1890 " The pianist for the
Commissary for the key to the parade
second trlp t0 M
j owr a road which Is smooth enough production is Mrs. Addle Mitchell.
Music By
ground.
| made
but remarkable for its thankyouROBBINS’ ORCHESTRA
I saw John LaCrosse,, one of the
Almost An Endurance Test
The Hagenbeck-Wallace Circus,
marms, if such an expression is ap
Men 35c; Ladies 15
Fifield boys and John DeWinter of
On the occasion of my latest visit plicable to summer conditions. And said to be the largest which ever ex
8.30 Standard Time
Thomaston ln camp They are ln to Canada Edward Oonia's Chevrolet so we come to the Arnold Highway hibited ln Rockland drew large
53Th-S-tf
the reforestation camp at Stowe. I was the means of transportation, and which we are destined to follow Into crowds of Knox County folks and
Ex-Gov. Baxter was a guest in camp j at the outset I am going to class him the Province of Quebec. There ls a nary a kick was heard. All of the
among the modern heroes, for in 32 brief stop in Waterville where we features were good, and the fact that
Tuesday.
Battery E has won all the stream hours we covered 844 miles and the call upon Mr. Gonia's sister. Mr*. R. the show brought 30 elephants was
ers to date, but what a surprise is In nearest we came to sleeping was J. Bowler, a native of Cushing and indicative of its magnitude. Another
store for them Saturday afternoon when he abandoned the wheel for former resident of Thomastcr.
AT COMMUNITY HALL
big crowd assembled at the Old
15 minutes to take a "cat nap."
SPRUCE HEAD
at thc baseball game.
In Fairfield a sign read "Worms Depot to witness the arrival of the
The story, which, on account of for sale.” It was Saturday, and I two double-header trains which
Batteries E and F have declared a
SAT. NIGHT, JULY 8
moratorium on sleeping, and to date Its verbosity will stretch Into two and certainly hope that nobody was be brought the 40 circus cars. The ab
I don't thtnk anyone has 10 hours' possibly three installments will tell ing beguiled into fishing on thc Sab sence of a street parade was lamented
Music by RHYTHM KINGS
by those who held tickets for It, but
sleep recorded. A few spills have how we wound our way up the Chau- bath.
Dancing Starts 8.30 Standard Time
diere valley via Jackman; how wc
they
don't have circus parades any
occurred.
The
canteen
has
beer
for
And it was in this vicinity that
Square and Round Dances
sale, but the majority agree it is not visited that internationally famous a man with somewhat familiar fea more. As the English say: "It isn't
Admission—Men 35c; Ladies 15c
as good as the old recipe at home. shrine at St. Anne dc Beaupre; how. tures approached our car. He told done."
62Th-tf
The Saturday Courier-Gazettes ar after giving Quebec a superficial , us that he had lived five years in
Capt. S. E. Willard came home from
rived and were surely appreciated by or.ce-over, we set forth on a Journey Roegiand
which took us up the Oulf of St. Law-'! -what „re you doing nwr x Southwest Harbor for the holiday
the boys.
and found that his young hopeful
rence nearly to Riviere de l<oup; how asked
Private Charles M. Lawry.
Bobby had injured one of his hands
we sought a short cut that would take
Battery F, 240 C AC.. H. D.
"Bootlegging," was the unblushing
us to Fort Kent; how we became lost reply. “What else is there to do?” he quite badly with a blank cartridge
Fort Williams, July 5
STEAMSHIP LINES
pistol. Capt. Willard is ln command
In the maze of a Canadian forest and
wanted to know. Which seems to
of the 158th conservation company
,hc v|Pwpolnt o( a
A heavy wind and rain struck camp actually flagged a slow-moving haVP
which is stationed at Long Pond,
around 2 this morning forcing all to freight train ln order to find our way : crable nuniber of persons.
Camp a mile from Southwest Har
out;
and
how
we
came
straight
down
|
turn out and slack up tent ropes. It
Quebec Dead Ahead
bor and which has 215 members.
is raining hard at 10 o'clock. Bob from the top of the State to gape
"Straight
ahead
for
Quebec,"
read
cur
amazement
over
thc
almost
un

Daily Except Sunday to Boston,
and I went down to see the surf.
Daily Except Monday to other points. The waves were breaking high over broken stretch of potato fields cover a sign in Fairfield. We pass the Ar YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Read Down
Read Up thc rocks and the surf rose 75 feet ing a distance of more than 100 miles. nold Trail Camps; that remarkable
If I had to live my life Again I would
Even on thc fly and that's what wc Institution "flood Will Homes for have
in the air. How Earl Dow would
made a rule to read some poetry
BANGOR
and lUten to some music at least once
were,
except
at
meal
time,
there's
'
E
°y
s
"
where
Harry
Pratt
of
Rock5:30* M J tv. ROCKLAND
Due 7:30 PM.A have liked to take a picture of it.
a week. The loss of these tastes ls a
10:45 A M J Due BANGOR
Lv. 2:30 P.M.A
The Levitt detail went out Wednes much to be seen and written about.'land was a teachej once upon a time; loss of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
and
through
thc
large
and
thriving
day, but the tugs did not tow the and once more I must ask the read
BOSTON
FOOTSTEPS OF ANGELS
er's indulgence.
town of Skowhegan—"The Home of
8 30 PM A Lv. ROCKLAND
Due 4 30 A MJ targets, the seas being so rough.
When
the
hours of Day are numbered.
6 30 A MJ Due BOSTON
Lv. 5:30 P M.A Two of the rookies were in line for a
The time of our start was 9 o'clock the Maine Spring Co."
And the voices of the Night
Wake
the
better soul, that slumbered.
Saturday
morning,
a
load
of
respon-1
A
b
°
l
do
?
booth
stands
adjacent
to
call down for throwing a ketchup'
BAR HARBOR LINE
To a holy, calm delight;
flbillty
removed
from
my
own
shoul!
a
fleld
of
mustard
ln
full
bloom
—
but
bottle
through
the
major's
tent,
tak

5:30 A M J Lv. ROCKLAND
Due 6:45 P M.l
11 30 A.MJ Due BAR HARBOR
tv. 1:30 P.M.A ing out window sash and all. I don't ders through the discovery that there may have been no connection. Ere the evening lamps are lighted.
And. like phantoms grim and tail.
from the fitful firelight
think they will do that again. "Tlsh" Kirk's Orchestra had not foundered "Far-Enuf Lodge," Ls one of the signs Shadows
BROOKLIN LINE
Dance upon the parlor wall;
ln Penobscot Bay as we all thought 1 observed in this vicinity. Madison's
Carr
and
daughter,
and
some
others
5:30 AM
M J Lv_________
ROCKLAND
Due 6:30 P.M.A
the forms of the departed
8:30 A M J Due BROOKLIN
tv. 3:15 P.M.A from Rockland. were visitors 8unday. when Marshal Fernald called me at | greeting sign Ls one any community Then
Enter at the open door.
The
beloved,
the true-hearted.
1
o'clock
that
morning
to
say
that
might
emulate.
"Welcome
to
Madtson,
Daylight Saving Time
Next Sunday will be "visitors' Sun
Come to visit me once more.
S Daily except Monday
A Daily except Sunday
nothing could be learned of the a Friendly Town," It reads. Lakeday.”
wood, which we pass In close prox He. the young and strong, who cherished
FARES GREATLY REDUCED
We are about 700 feet from tent to whereabouts of the little craft that
Noble longings for the strife.
imity, Ls at the height ot its wonder By the roadside fell and perished.
had
put
to
sea
six
hours
before
with
the ocean, but the roar is so loud we
For reservationj apply
Weary with the march of life!
ful attractiveness, and scarcely a day
its nine passengers.
can hear it, and It reminds one of
ROCKLAND WHARF
passes
when
somebody
from
Knox
They,
the holy ones and weakly.
How The Day Started
thunder. It has been very cool, and
Who the cross of suffering bore.
County is not enjoying its theatrical Folded
their pale hands so meekly.
Farmers were astir, mowing ma
we havc not had anyone on sick call
8pake with us on earth no more!
attractions Iuikewood has come to
chines
were
on
their
way
to
the
fields
yet. The inoculations are in order
be an institution which adds greatly And with them the Being Beauteous.
for new recruits, as usual some are of ripening grass, hayricks were be
Who unto my youth was given.
to Maine's prestige.
More than all things else to love me.
ing
put
ln
commission,
and
looking
nervous. The boys all gave three
And Is now a saint ln heaven.
"You are now in Solon: Accept our
and Family Deserve
cheers when they heard the Braves down from the heights of Lake ave
hospitality" reads the sign. On the With a slow and noiseless footstep
and Red Sox won a double-header. nue our eyes swept across Pleasant 1 outskirts of Bingham wo pause, for it
Comes that messenger divine.
Takes the vacant chair beside me.
Also a tiger for "King Henry" and Valley to those wonderfully fertile
Lays her gentle hand ln mine.
Let us inspect your Radio An
acres of the City Farm where that! has come noon, and Maple Spring
tenna FREE—Comply with FIRE his Wonders. Keep up the good
Camps seems an excellent place at And she sits and gazes at me
master
navigator
of
the
soil,
Charles
Insurance Regulations—Install or work.
With those deep and tender eyes.
| which to lunch. And so it proved.
Like the stars, so still and salnt-llke.
Weymouth, was steering his numer- |
have Installed an Approved Ar
A decHedly attractive young lady,
Looking downward from the skies
restor. (All sets installed by us
ous gardens to another successful
whom we found to be a graduate of Uttered not. yet comprehended.
are properly equipped).
crop.
Gilchrest
Be Safe and don't worry—the
Is the spirit’s voiceless prayer.
Burdette’s Business College in Bos
Soft rebukes, ln blessings ended.
At Chickawaukie Lake men are at
cost is small for peace of mind.
Monumental Work*
ton, seemed to be the boss of the esBreathing from her Ups of air.
Phone 721 for SERVICE
tending to the last-minute details lor |
Main Street
| tablishment, although the card read O. though oft depressed and lonely.
the
opening
regatta
sponsored
by
tlie
Thomaston, Maine
All my fears are laid aside.
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS Pine Tree Outboard Club. A beau “M. Bean, proprietor." I don’t think If I but remember only
PHILCO, MAJESTIC, CROSLEY
Such as these have lived and died,
Telephone Connection
tiful morning, with no premonition
(Continued on Page Eight)
71-85
—Henry Wadsworth Longfellow.

DANCE

Every Saturday Evg.

DANCE

EASTERN

Catlings from
^ROCKLAND

YOUR WIFE

Lightning Protection

House-Sherman, Inc.
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The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Better is a little with righteous
ness, than great revenues without
right.—Prov. 16:8.

p-~‘‘Surprising

A* Il l»*‘

THE RACE GROWS WARMER

WKEKI.Y QI1Z

•

Test
Yourself

r

Every-Other-Day
ROCKPORT

DEER ISLE
Mr. and Mrs. Matthew Fay and

Miss

Kitty

Richards of

North

AYERS

Rockland Now Only a Game and a Half Behind St. George family of Quincy. Mass, arrived Sat- Hampton, N. H., was an overnight
i .v *t" i- i .
I urday at the "Old House" to spend I guest at the home of Mr. and Mrs.

Well, we had a dandy Fourth of July—beautiful weather and a
John H. Andrews the Fourth, enroute
good time generally. Now It is vacation time—a time to enjoy
Mrs. Lucy C. Bruce has opened her to Crescent Beach tb join her sister, j
one's self. Wear proper clothing and it helps a lot.
What is your
Struck out, by Freeman 2. by Gray 1. summer cotta«e Stony ,®eacho and Mrs. Frank L. Magune and family
Coming Games
“SURPRISING AS IT IS”
score?
ruce who are spending the summer there.
RUNNING PANTS AND ATHLETIC SHIRTS ............. ............. 25c
Thursday—Camden vs. Thomaston by Greenlaw 6. Sacrifice hits Leon- Sucsts there are Mrs. A r
Miss Addie Weeks, Miss Beulah
UNION SUITS ................. .. .................... .'......... ............. 59c, 75c. $1.09
ard.
Double
plays.
Gay.
Ogier
and
and
500
Preddle
and
Mrs
Taylor
°f
This issue of The Courier-Gazette
at Rockland.
Jackson, Miss Lila Jackson and Miss
DRESS SHIRTS .......... . ..................................... . ....... 59c, $1.00, $1.50
introduces to its readers another fea
Stewart.
Umpires,
Williams
and
Washington,
D.
C.
1. How many in a
Friday—Rockland at St. George.
WORK PANTS . ......................................... . ............. $1.00, $1.25, $1.98
Partridge of Augusta were callers
ture that is to appear once each week
Frye.
Scorer.
Winslow
Ca
»'
and
M
Mer1
'
\
“baker's dozen?"
KHAKI PANTS ............. . ................................................. . $1.00, $1.25
Saturday—St. George vs. Thomas
Monday
on
Mrs.
Lida
Champney.
....
end
children
of
New
York
arrived
—a picture story in which interest
OVERALLS ......................,....... . $1.00, $1.40
ton at Rockland.
Misses Mabel and Florence Bars
BATHING SUITS—all wool ................................... $1.25, $1.50, $1.98
Camden 8, Thomaston 7
last week Wednesday for a visit of
ing matters of history and other sub
Sunday—Waldoboro at Rockland.
BOYS' UNION SUITS ............................................................... 39c, 59c
jects are presented in graphic form.
Camden’s ability to finish strong two weeks with relatives and friends. tow of Hartford, Conn., are guests of
BOYS' SHORT PANTS , . ............................................ 59c, 65c, 75c
2. How did the ex- ___
Mrs. Frances Carleton.
They
were
accompanied
by
Capt.
These even by themselves should be
The League Standing
was again seen in the game at CamBOYS' COVERT CLOTH KNICKERS ............................................ 98c
pression, "a bak- I
John
Buzzell
Is
employed
for
the
worthy of consideration, but associ
BOYS' ALL WOOL BATHING SUITS ............................... .... $1.09
When the smoke of July Fourtn den Fourth of July afternoon when Greene's mother Mrs. Kate D 1
er's dozen," arise?
summer at North Haven as meat Gut
BOYS' BLOUSES OK SHIRTS ......................... ................. . ...... .......... 59c, 69c
ated with them and naturally adding
battles had cleared away it was i it scored three runs in the last in- Greene, who has been spending the
ter in a local market.
CHILDREN'S PLAY SUITS»-____________
OR WASH SUITS ............... 59c, $1.00
to their interest is a Weekly Quiz,
winter with them.
found that St. George had a crack j ning to defeat Thomaston,
A
large
crowd
gathered
at
the
Vil

Miss Priscilla Scott of New York is
which will be printed upon a separate
in its slate but was still leading the
Stahl was on the mound for the
Of course you know that prices of everything in our line are going
3. What accidentally __
page. The reader, taking up the
visiting her parents, Capt. and Mrs. lage Green Monday afternoon to
to be higher. It ought to be right now but we shall not put them up
procession;
that
Rockland
had
dis■
home
team
but
his
stay
there
ended
led to glass mak- I
greet
Gov.
Brann
and
his
staff
who
until we have to purchae again. Buy Now!
questions in the Quiz, will answer one
placed Waldoboro in second post- midway of the second inning when Andrew Scott.
ing?
1---- 1
or more of them, according to ability,
Mrs. Helen Annis of Rockland is made a brief stop here enroute from
tion; and that Camden had come Eb. Grafton swatted the ball afield
Rockland to Belfast, at the request of
each correct answer to count 20
into a tie with Thomaston for fourth 1 for four bases. Boynton succeeded employed at Stony Beach cottage.
points. When the reader has com
Friends of Mrs. Caroline Greenlaw Rockport members of the Lions Club
him, and the veteran was very eflecplace. Tire figures:
The green had been gaily decorated
pleted this phase of the contest, he
In whose honor
W L P. C tive save in the sixth inning, when regret to hear that she has had to for the occasion by Capt. and Mr».
may turn to another page and verify
.833 singles by Felt. L. Sawyer, ar.d Fales return to the hospital. She is at
was July named?
St. George
5
I
Ernest Torrey, with a profusion of
his answers. There is no obligation
.571 and a triple by Elbridge Grafton Bluehill.
4
3
Rockland
flags and flowers. The Governor's
for the reader to engage in this quiz
.429
earned
four
tallies
and
apparent
1
Dr
and
Mrs.
Raymond
Meunier
4
Waldoboro
3
party arrived at approximately 3
detail—the story picture in itself is
.375 victory for Thomaston.
and three children, accompanied by
5
3
Thomaston
5. Why did he add ___
o'clock. Previous to that time the
a thing to prove of interest—but that
.375
Thomaston also used two pitchers MLss Elizabeth Sibley and Miss Kath5
3
Camden
another day to |
Camden and Rockport Boys' Band
interest should be greatly emphasized
Upham voluntarily retiring in the 'ccn Kelley of Indian Orchard, Moss.,
July?
1---- 1
gave several selections. First Select
if one sets up a contest in connection
Rockland 9, Camden 8
last inning with the bases full. It arrived Tuesday at their summer
man Arthur K. Walker introduced as
with lt. We hope our large family of
The seven run lead which the was a hard position in which to put cottage at Sylvesters Cove. The docIcC’1 C”7nl Total
first speaker ex-Senator H. C. Buz
readers find something in the feature
Texacos held at one stage of the Douglass Walker but that unterriflei! tcr returned to Indian Orchard Fri[Countj 20J
zell, of Belfast who in turn presented
to stimulate mental activity and
Pourth of July morning game at youth allowed only one hit the bal- day accompanied by the two guests, I
For answers see
Commander W. C. Calhoun of the
pleasure. The Weekly Quiz will be
Community Park was gravely threat- ance of the inning. That bingle wa. tut will return later in the season,
found upon the same page with this
"Surprising As It Is"
ened by Camden tn the closing in- ma(je by George Boynton and proved
Capt. Alfred Dunham left Thurs- | U. S. S. Pensacola which was In Bel
fast for the Fourth. Gov. Brann was
announcement.
nlngs. and Manager Allen found it the winner.
day morning for Upper St. Regis
Page 4
You’ve no Idea how much
then introduced. He spoke of the
goodness can be crowded into
advisable to send in Chummy Gray Thomaston had the bases full in Lake in the Adirondacks where he i
a;: k < is h,
i., U
—
SAVE THE RAILROAD
general disappointment that was felt
even the most simple of salto save the day.
the ninth, but there was one down has employment for the summer.
ads . • . until you try salads
because Gene Tunney was not in the
made with this NEW Caln’s
Camden batted the locals to a an(j grounders by Felt and L. Saw- , Mr. and Mrs. Lemuel Pickering of
MASTERMIXT mayonnaise!
.The motor truck and the travel
party, but stated that he anticipated
VACATION BIBLE SCHOOL
Its flavor is delightful . . .
standstill, and even outfielded them. ‘
aere expertly cared for by th- Sunshine were guests of Mrs. Clara
bus are unquestionably here to stay,
and never before have you
another visit in August accompanied
.
Eaton
over
the
weekend.
found
mayonnaise so smooth
yet
remained
a
sadly
beaten
outfit
genial
Mayhew.
and justly should be reckoned with. List Of Pupils Who Have Found
by Tunney and perhaps Rudy Vallee.
and creamy. It’s the “Master,
Judge an dMrs. Frank A. Hause
until the seventh and eighth innings
The score:
mixt
”
process that blende
The public naturally hopes for such
Their Way Onto Honor Roll
His remarks were very encouraging
every delicious ingredient
and daughters Misses Helen and
when six singles, a triple, a sacrifice
Camden
Into satin smoothness . . .
wise legislation everywhere to be set
as to the outlook of business and
• RICHER
the Mastermixt process you
The first week of the Vacation hit, a base on balls, a passed ball and
ab r bh tb po a r Elizabeth of West Chester, Pa., have were heartily applauded.
up in their connection as shall pro
et only when you buy
• SMOOTHER
0
opened
their
summer
home
on
the
AIN’S MASTERMIXT May.
• DELICATELY
tect whatever rights they are entitled Bible School at the First Baptist error netted in six runs. Camden had Leonard, rf .... 5 0 0 0 0 0
onnaisel Be sure to insist
Mrs.
Annie
Gardiner
was
a
holiday
FLAVORED
4
0
North
Deer
Isle
road.
upon
two
men
on
in
the
ninth,
but
there
(
pasted.
2b
1 1 0
to; but in that procedure violence Church closed with an average at
guest of her daughter Mrs. John Buz
2 2 16 0 o ! Mrs. Warren S. Nye and three chil- zell and family in Simonton.
should not be done to that older and tendance of 145. The school is con were two out. and George Boynton Wadsworth, lb
0
o
dren
of
Chester,
Pa.,
arrived
at
was called out on strikes to end the Thomas c ........ 4
1 1 7
efficient vehicle of travel, the rail
Mrs. Evans Marston and children
tinuing every weekday from 9-11.30
1 o Spruce Acres Friday for the summer
.... 4
1 1
Lord. 3b
road. We are dependent upon rail
game.
of Bath are with her sister Miss Helen
through
July
11.
The
following
0
o
Profand
Mrs.
John
S.
Harrison
[
The contest was full of glory for. Daley, cf ....
1 1
3
roads both for passenger service, and
Small for an indefinite visit. They
6
0 and family ofIndianapolis have I
2 2
3
as carriers of freight, available at all names complete the honor roll for •Dool" Daley, the popular Camden Mayhew. ss
were joined for the holiday by Mr.
0 ’ o opened their cottage at Salmon Point.
manager for he made three singles Yates. rf .......... 3
3
seasons of the year, a kind of service the first week.
Marston who returned that night.
0
o Mrs. Harrison and son Woodbury
1
0
which vainly can be expected to an
(including all ingredients)
AU as and never absent or tardy and a triple in four times up. and Greenlaw, rf
Adelbert Heath of Boston is guest
0
o went to Boston last week to attend
0
equal extent from other sources. Nor first week: Priscilla McGraw. Pris his running catch of Gay’s fly into nObbs, rf ......... 0
this week at the home of Mrs. Au
1
1 the weddings
of Miss Elizabeth
Make Iced Tea this NEW SALADA Way
0
should we lose sight of the fact that cilla Staples, Edith Gray, Osmond short right center was undoubtedly i gtahl, p .......... 0
gusta Shibles. Camden road.
3 o Southworth and Miss Pattie Caffee.
2
it is the people whose money built Palmer, William Rokes, Elizabeth the holiday’s feature play in Knox Boynton, p ...
4
Mr. and Mrs. S. B. Haskell have
1. Put five leaspoonfult of 5. Add juice of half-a-lemon
— _
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Corning of
—
the railroads, and who own them Wooster,
Salada Tea in teapot
Josephine
Farrington. County. Two-sackers by Ogier and
6. Add one-third cup of sugar
returned from a ten-day business
14
j
the
Berkshire School in Sheffield.
of
six
for
S. Add one quart Boiling 7. Place in refrigerator and
now; the people through personal Irena Allen, Elizabeth Hammond. Fowler's triple accounted
36 8 13 14 27
trip to Dover-Foxcroft.
(bubbling
boiling)
water
Mass., arrived here Saturday and will
thoroughly chill
holdings ot stocks and bonds, as well Melissa Bostick, Eleanor Harper, Rockland's nine runs.
Thomaston
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin L. Green
3. Let steep for five minutes 8. Add small cube of ice to
spend their vacation at the Beacon.
as through deposits in the banks Marian Fernald, Mary Havener,
ab r bh tb po
Still another feature play in this
law and son Edward have returned
4. Sbain into pitcher
each glass just before serving
which number these securities in their Margaret Rogers, Eleanor Mattatall, excellent game was the running E. Grafton. If.... 5 2 3 8 2
to Portland after a visit with Mr. and
large
chicks,
15
for
SI.
Stover's
assets. Blows struck against the Helen Whitmore, Virginia Gray, Ber catch by Jud Flanagan of Lord s M. Sawyer, c .... 5 0 1 1 5
Mrs. E. A. Champney and Mrs. Effie
Feed Mfg. Co., Rockland.
79-81
railroads react upon a huge majority nice Robinson, Evelyn Grey, Florence
wbinh dpsrpnded within a few Felt. 3b ............ 5 0 1 1 2
Salisbury.
Enroute they visited j
of the people who cannot afford to Knight. Mary Richards, Dolly Hav feet of third base. The score:
Stone, cf .......... 5 0 2 2 1
relatives
in
Waldoboro.
WEST WALDOBORO
have taken away from them the just ener, Grace Cayton, Naomi Jackson,
Rockland
L. Sawyer, ss .... 5 1 2 2 3
Mrs. Alcada McCourt and daugh Capt. and Mrs. E. M. Torrey, Mrs.
return upon these investments to Virginia Glidden, Elizabeth Haskell.
4 1 0 0 3
ab r bh tb po a e Walker. 2b p
ter of Somerville, Mrs. Inez Morrisey Cacilda Cain antkMrs. Minnie Weed
which they are entitled.
Margaret Huntley. Richard Harris, Qjy 2b
4 1 1 1 7
..........
5 1 0 8 2 4 0 Condon, rf. 2b
and son of Southbridge, and Mrs. spent the weekend at Northport. I
Philip French, William Burns. Caro Dimlck. rf
3 3 1 1 0 0 0 Upham, p ........ 4 1 1 1 0
Mrs. Torrey as president of the Will
Evelyn Campbell and sons of NewWHEN RUMORS START
line Grotton, Ruth Proctor. Eleanor Ogier, ss ------- 4 2 2 4 1 3 1 F Grafton, rf ... 4 1 1 1 0
ing Workers, was in charge of the
519-A
"Fresh from the Gardens”
jort.
R.
I.,
have
been
visiting
their
Libby, Betty Valenta, Eleanor Weed, Mealey, cf ........ 4 0 1 1 4 0 1
decorations for the Fourth of July
We are a strange folk. Rumor ap- Walter Griffin, Avis Williamson.
parents
Mr
and
Mrs.
Charles
Kaler
41 7 12 17 23
Fowler, If ------ 4 11 3 3 0 1
>ears to be native to us. We delight Winfred Stanley, Frank Richards.
Miss Bertha Goodwin of Gardiner celebration which that organization charge of a former pastor, Rev i His inspiring sermon, and the vocal
1 9 1 I
• Leonard out for attempted
Stewart,
lb
---4
0
1
n passing it from lip to lip, paying
was recently guest of Mrs. Alden sponsored at the campground.
Philip C. Hughey, who with his fam- selections rendered by both Mr. and
All As, but either tardy or absent: Freeman, p ----- 3 0 1 1 0 1 0 on third strike.
Miss Vera Easton is visiting her
>ut slight tribute to the essential of Gwendolyn
Jones.
lly were overnight guests ol Mr and Mrs. Hughey were greatly enjoyed.
Robinson. Carmelita Gray, p ............ 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 Camden ....... 1 2 000203
grandmother, Mrs. Bertha Higgins
act. What day goes by that fails to
Mrs. W. E. Whitney, enroute from I Pastor G. F. Currier was obliged to
Mrs Hazel Timberlake of Broad
Rich. Clara Church, Margaret Kent, Chaples. 3b
0
000400
3
1
1
2
Thomaston ....
in Rockland for two weeks.
4 10 0
ee put in motion some diaphonous Arlene Thurston, Lee Wotton, Bert
Boston to Northern Maine. Many j be at the West Rockport Church, it
Cove visited Mrs. Dewey Winchen
4 1115 10^ Two-base hit, Yates. Three-base
A special service at the Baptist old time friends and former pa- being the date of the monthly union
urmise, figment perhaps of a twisted ram Snow, Frederick Allen, Milton Flanagan, c
bach last week.
-------------------------- hit. E Grafton. Home run E
Church
Sunday evening was in rishioners were present to greet them, service of the two churches.
nind, which being discharged upon Wooster, Maxine Oliver, Vera PayMiss Eleanor Winchenbach spent
35 9 7 11 27 11 4 i
he wings of gossip, forthwith spreads son. Douglas Helenes. Bertha Kenney,
Wednesday of last week with Mrs.
1. Struck out, by Stahl 1. by Boyn
Camden
tself over the circumadjacent terriWilliam Thorne at Gross Neck
Ida Franklin.
P
I
1
ton
5.
by
Upham
4.
Hit
by
pitcher.
po
a
tb
ab r bh
ory and penetrates every home as a
Mr and Mrs. Herbert Light of
Never absent or tardy—Elmer Hav Leonard, If •
4 0 1 1 2 0 °l
tatement of fact. Instances unnumWinslow’s Mills were in town Sunday.
ener, Walter Butler, Richard Brown, Plaisted, 2b ..... 5 2 o 2 3 3 1
lered present themselves—newspaper
Arnold Fernald, Milton Robarts, Wadsworth, lb 4 2 2 2 6 1 oj
ifflees in particular are beseiged by
off Carter, whose fine performance
Rockland 4, Thoma ton 0
Keith Allen, Russell Williamson, Thomas, c ... ...... 5 0 2 2 6 1 01
hem. They take for subject every
The
Texacos
avenged
that
Sunday
won
much deserved praise,
Clarence Butler, Gardner Brown, Lord, 3b ..... ...... 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
orm of happening-asocial, political,
defeat,
in
the
late
afternoon
game
Carter
works
every minute, and
Owen Allen, Carlton Wooster, Mal Daley, cf ... ..... 5 1 4 6 4 0 0
>ersonal, religious—the variety played
of
July
Fourth,
by
blanking
ThomP
a
y
s
strict
attention
to business,
colm
Ingraham.
Kenneth
Post,
Thel

2
2 3 0 1
Mayhew, ss ..... 5 1
ipon is scarcely to be enumerated.
aston and achieving its second vie- And, it may be added, Rockland is
ma
Burns,
Mildred
Townsend,
Jose

0
1
0
0
1
4
0
Boynton, rf
At the moment we have in mind that
phine Grover, Charlotte Staples, Yates, rf .... ...... 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 tory of the day. It was an excep- sadly in need of another pitcher,
:irculated canard which pointedly
tionally well played game, and there
"Buck Ogier, who appears now
iealt with the closing during this Harriet Wooster, Tillie Haskell, Greenlaw, p .... 4 2 2 2 0 1 0 was a bit of fireworks appropriate to
| THE FRIENDLY STORE |
in nearly top form, did some
Earl Haskell, Audrey Carroll, Lucille
iresent season of the already opened
Melvin, Virginia Grotton, Arlene
42 8 16 18 24 6 2
ioors to Montpelier, the Thomas
both of the holiday games, batting
Hill, Marie Thistle, Buddy Libby, Vir Rockland —.... 2 0 3 0 0 4 0 0 x--9
ton memorial to Gen. Knox. Out of
for 750 in the afternoon contest.
ginia
Haskell,
Daphine
Carter,
Joan
10 1 0 0 0 3 3 0—8
vhat form of suggestion was the
Camden
Jud
Flanagan was another of the
This
game
Introduced
a
new
•umor set up? We wonder. About Philbrook. Helen Smith, Virginia
Two-base hits, Ogier 2. ThreeREAL BARGAINS IN WHOLESOME
twirler in the person of Carter, who ! day's stars, also making three hits in
Willis,
Helm!
Lehto,
Dorothy
Melvin,
base hits, Fowler, Daley. Bavas on
now the July 25 birthday anniversary
FRESH TASTY MEATS
used
to
pitch
for
Whitehead
in
the
1
tt>
e
afternoon
game
af Knox is being thought upon and Grace Proctor, Verna Ross, Polly balls off Freeman 1, ofl Greenlaw 3.
Big
Five
League.
When
Stone
sin’
The
score:
arrangements are in the making for Havener, Mildred Grover. Dorothy
Rockland
gled in the seventh inning he was
its public recognition at Montpelier— Sylvester, Kathleen Weed, Karl STOP TAKING SODA!
ab r bh tb po a
the
first
of
22
batters
to
have
the
whose doors stand open now and will Ross.
FOR GAS ON STOMACH distinction of making a hit off the Oay, 2b ........... 5 2 1 1 2
continue so to do while this summer
Much soda disturbs digestion. For lad from the promontory. Maurice Dimlck, rf ...... 5 1 1 1 0
SOUTH LIBERTY
season and a long procession of simi
gas or sour stomach Adlerika is mucn Sawyer followed with another sin- ' O>gier, ss ........ 4 0 3 4 1
better One dose rids you of bowel
lar seasons periodically manifest
1 1 2
Miss Arabell Sukeforth was a week poisons that cause gas and bad sleep gle. but the latter was the only Mealey, cf
themselves.
end and holiday guest of Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Moor & Co., Druggists.
Thomastonlan to make another hit Fowler, If ....... 5 0 1 1 0
_Stewart, lb ..... 4 0 0 0 14
W R. Cole.
IIE PUT ON WEIGHT
1 0
Carter, p .........
Raynold
Fuller
of
New
York
Is
President Roosevelt's announce
1 0 0 0 1
Chaples, 3b
ROASTING
ment that his fortnight’s vacation on spending his vacation with his sister
3 0 0 0 0
Freeman, 3b
cur down-cast coast is followed by Mrs Lyndia Jewett.
PORK, lb.
4 1 2 3 17
Flanagan, c
Mrs. Flora Lenfest and three chil
the discovery that he is seven pounds
dren
are
visiting
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Stan

overweight, certainly testifies to the
HAMBURG
41 4 10 12 27 13 0
restful character of tills vacation ford Brown in Jefferson.
Thomaston
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Geroux and son,
STEAK,
lb.
region. Increase in weight is not
>»
ab r bh tb po a c
Mr. and Mrs. Forest Jewett and fam
usual to conditions of overwork and
E. Grafton, If.. . 2 0 0 0 1 0 0
ily were callers on Mr. and Mrs. E. A.
NEWLY CORNED
the uneasy mind.
4 0 0 0 3 3 0
Felt, 3b ..........
Lelgher Saturday evening.
BEEF,
lb.
Walker, 2b ..... . 3 0 0 0 3 1 0
Louie Light is confined to his home
SAVING THE NAVY
Stone, cf ......•' 4 0 1 1 0 0 0
by illness.
The drastic restrictions thrown
PIG'S
M. Sawyer, c .. . 3 0 2 2 5 1 0
Mrs. Laura Fuller of New York is
about the navy in late times has not
F. Grafton, rf .. 4 0 0 0 3 0 0
visiting her daughter Mrs. Maynard
LIVER, lb.
satisfied the people and there is gen
L. Sawyer, ss .. -. 4 0 0 0 3 1 1
Whittaker.
eral satisfaction over the announced
. 3 0 0 0 8 0 0
Forest Jewett was a bsiness caller
Fales, lb ...
MEATY
government plans to be put In force,
Condon, p ...... . 2 0 0 0 0 5 2
in Waterville last Thursday.
which shall bring the Navy up to
SOUP BONES ,ib.
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Leigher of
treaty specifications by the expendi
29 0 3 3*26 11 4
Northport vtsited his parents, Mr. and
ture of $238,000,000. This means busy
STEWING
•Carter out for not touching first.
Mrs. E A. Leigher. Monday.
times in thc navy yards, which were
Rcckland ....... 0 0 3 0 0 1 0 0 0—4
Miss Ruth Jewett is visiting her
LAMB, lb.
threatened with closing, and the em
Two-base hits. Ogier, J. Flanagan.
aunt Mrs. Esther Moody in Appleton
Genuine hand sewed upper. Brown uskide, long
ployment of large forces of skilled
Bases on balls, off Carter 4 off ConMr. and Mrs. Alfred Clark and son
labor over a long period. Moreover
wearing sole; rubber heel.
' don 2. Struck out, by Carter 4, by
of Unity were callers Sunday eve
it is to see restored to full pay the ning at Mr. and Mrs. Forest Jewett's.
j Condon 5. Hit by pitcher, Stewart,
Bought just before the market rise
cuts recently made in the salaries of
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Bradstreet and
j Walker. Umpires. Black and Quinn.
officers on duty, a most Just restora two children of Rhode Island are
Scorer, Winslow.
tion, accompanied by readjustments spending the summer vacation at
• • • •
in other divisions. With the navies their home.
Waldoboro and St. George split in
of other countries upon a full and
1 their double header at St. George
active basis, it is absurd for the
July Fourth, the home team having
UNION
United States to allow herself to
a lopsided 11 to 0 victory in thc
The regular price of the Pure Maple Syrup alone is usually 59c per quart
occupy a place of unquestionable dis
There will be a child health con
morning and losing the afternoon
432 MAIN STREET
NEXT TO PERRY'S MARKET
advantage. Uncle Sam is taking a ference at M. E. vestry Friday
j game 4 to 3 — an eleven-inning con
from 2 tc 4,
wise step.
test.

In the Twilight League

, thc summer

WILLIS AYER

NEW

S

CAIN’.^i^ONNAISE
3/ a Quart

8

PORK CHOPS,
CHUCK ROAST,
LAMB FORES,

Meats

10c
10c

10c
10c

“BIG CHIEF” MOCASSINS

10c

For Boys and Girls

10c

FANCY VINEGAR, two 1-pint bottles 10c
BEST PINK SALMON,
can 10c
FANCY TOMATOES,
can 10c
GORTON’S FISH CAKES,
can 10c
Tomato or Vegetable Soup,
2 cans 10c
WHEAT POPS,

2 pkgs 10c

THE FAMOUS JELL-O,

2 pkgs 10c
can 10c

FANCY OYSTERS,

FREE RUNNING SALT,

2pkgs 10c
WALDORF TOILET PAPER, 2 rolls 10c

SPECIAL OFFER!

$1.98

M-LAIN SHOE STORE

lb 10c
lb 10c
lb 10c

1 QUART PURE MAPLE SYRUP,
1 PACKAGE PANCAKE FLOUR,

f
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Every-Otksr-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
July 8-D A. R. State Field Day at
Poland Spring.
.
July 11-12 — Union — ' Henry's Wed
ding" at Town hall, benefit high school,
band.
July 12—Thomaston—St. John Baptist
Oulld midsummer fair.
July 14,-Camden—"Take It Or Leave
It." staged at the Opera House
July 18—Camden—Annual flower show
of Garden Club.
July 18—Thomaston—Methodist Ladles ,
Aid fair
July 21—Thomaston—"Oram." staged
by Adelyn Bushnell and Marshall Brad
ford at Watts hall
July 25—Birthday of Gen Henry Knox.
Aug 2—Rockport—Midsummer Fair,
Baptist Ladles Circle.
Sept 11—Special State election.

WEATHER
The heavens have busied them-1
selves In the past 24 hours with steady
and penetrating downpours that have
delighted the heart of the agriculturist,
and made all growing things stand up
and holler. It was refreshment much
stood in need of, but appropriately (
witheld itself from interfering with
the Fourth, which was an ideal day ,
for sports and celebrations. The l
present morning shows local tempera
ture of 58. wind southwest and skies
ovccast, but Rideout's radio tells of
a perfect morning in Boston, yester
day's morning mercury 58, today 68.
and predicted sunshine over all New
England today and tomorrow and
quite a little warmer. Which cheereth the heart of man.
A special meeting of thc Eagles
is called for Friday night.

GRUNOW REFRIGERATOR
unless: y0|J WANJ fAST FREEZ,Ng

■ You will be agreeably surprised also at
the efficiency of this great refrigerator
both from the standpoint of economy and

as a perserver of the taste and quality of
your foods. -

■ There are 34 big features of the new
Crlnow which you will want to learn
about, starting with its astounding beauty
that can be seen instantaneously. Grunows
are priced for today’s economical buyers.

of payment are most convenient.

Terms

vuincur
ELECTRIC REFRIGERATOR

Edwin Boggs, Jr., of Gorham is the
guest of his aunt Miss Edna F. Boggs.
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. John
Teague were Mr. and Mrs. Everett
Shuman and son Roger of North Wal
doboro.
Floyd Castner who has had employ
ment at a woolen mill In Northfield,
Vt., Is at home.
Mrs. Florence Richard, Mrs Mamie
Pitcher, Mrs. Lillian Nicholas, Mrs.
Harriet Weston and Miss Virginia
Richard, all of Auburn, attended serv
ices at the Baptist Church here Sun
day morning, were dinner guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Stickney and
heard Rev. J. Charles MacDonald at
Rockland In the evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Lancaster, Fred
Ludwig and daughter Patricia and son
Edward all of Washington, spent Sun
day with Mr. and Mrs. Samuel E.
Norwood.
Sunday morning at the Congrega
tional Church, Rev. H. I. Holt will
have for his subject "The Man Who
Didn't Care."
The Congregational parsonage has
been leased for the month of July to
Miss Charlotte E. Armstrong and
mother of Somerville, Mass.

©

442 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND,

Benjamin Bisbee, commissioner of r The Broadway Clowns play at ToPrincipal Joseph E. Blaisdell. who
publtc works, is critically ill with gus Sunday,
Is in Chicago, remembers The Cou
pneumonia. The crisis is expected
■
rier-''.azette with postcards Illustra
within 48 hours.
| County Commissioner Foye W.
tive of the Century of Progress.
-------' Brown of North Haven underwent a
All children who are to enter minor operation at Knox Hospital
Register of Probate Charles L.
school for the first time this fall1 yesterday.
Veazle saw the holiday baseball
are asked to be present at either of
-------games In Boston, his enthusiasm run
the pre-school clinics, which are to | Th<‘ lighthouse service announces
ning high as he saw the Braves take
be held today at the Warren street ^he discontinuance of Indian Island
a pair from the Giants.
school and Friday at the Purchase Light Station at the entrance ol
Rockport harbor. The structure will
It is said that Ralph P. Conant of ',treet sch<x>1' from 8 t0 10 a m'
remain, to be known as Indian Island
Rockland, Adin L. Hopkins of Cam
Isn't it a trifle early for dahlias? beacon
den and William H. Robinson of
Anyway you should see the large and
Warren have been slated as Knox
A sea tragedy related in Norfolk
handsome one which came to this
County's dry candidates for election office yesterday from the garden of despatches to thc Associated Press this
to the convention which will vote Luther Wotton in Friendship. The morning tells how Capt. B. W.
upon repeal.
Knowles was lost at sea with the cap
plant was set out May 20 and the
sizing of the dory into which he and
first blossom was picked June 25.
Adelyn Bushnell makes the welthe crew had gone after their barge
growing from a stalk which was cut
ccme announcement that her play
had foundered. The disaster was wit
three inches from the ground.
"Gram," which scored an outstandnessed by the captain's father, Hiram
ing success last winter, will be repeat
The meeting of Edwin Libby Re A. Knowles, formerly of Rockland,
ed July 21 at Watts hall, Thomaston, lief Corps Thursday night was large who was a passenger on the trip.
for the benefit of the Thomaston ly devoted to making plans for the
Nurse Association.
reception to be tendered Mrs. Millie
Thomas, State president, which will
Manager Dandeneau who has been probably take place during the last
attached to the staff of Strand The week In September. Mrs. Mary
CANDIES AND ICE CREAM
atre since the Park closed, goes Sat Cooper was appointed general chair
urday to Biddeford where hr will man, with Mrs. Riah Knight in
manage the Colonial for two weeks, charge of refreshments. Mrs. Nellie
thence to Westbrook where he will Higgins of decorations and Mrs.
manage Star Theatre for two weeks. Eliza Plummer of the entertainment.
He expects to return to Rockland I
_____
about the first of August.
j George Green of South Thomaston.
-------, died Monday at the home of his
Except that nobody undertook to daughter. Mrs. Charles A. Emery'.
ring the church bells "the night be Pacific street, after an illness of sev
fore" was just about the same as 99 eral weeks. Mr. Green was a native
other nights before have been in -of Scotland, coming to this country
Rockland. Lots of youth and some at the age of 10 years. Other sur
adults temporarily became two-gun vivors are two daughters, Mrs. Scott
men,. and made the usual racket. Kittredge of Freeport, Long Island
Lots of red-eye was in evidence, and N. Y„ and Mrs. Richard Hodson of
if that crowd had been voting on re Reed's Ferry, N. H. Funeral services
peal it is not likely that manv dry will be held this afternoon at 2 o'clock
TRY OCR
votes would have been registered.
from the late residence in South
DOUBLE RICH
Thomaston.
The Rockland Lions Club met
CHOCOLATE CREAM
The Josselyn Botanical Society will
at The Thorndike yesterday and
liked so well, that it was voted to hold Its annual meeting in Winthrop
meet there permanently, with the at the Lakeview Arms July 11-14.
exception that there will be occa-! Winthrop is situated In the midst of
Giant Size
sional outings during the remaining a BrouP l^es surrounded by woodweeks of the summer while the re- j
ridges, and the region affords a
sorts are open. Dr. Dana Newman considerable number of rare plants,
presented a report of the Rocklani ' The Principal feature of the session
Lions' share in the Governor's Day of
MClety win ** the dally c0'
exercises, and several important lecting trips, which will cover por
matters were discussed. Past Presi tions of both Kennebec and Andro
THIS WEEK-END
dent Ralph E. Nutt, confined to his scoggin counties. Evenings the speci
CANDIES
home as the result of a baseball in mens collected will be examined and
short
talks
will
be
given
by
differ

SOFT CREAMY
jury, was thc subject of solicitous
ent Maine scientists. It Is expected
inquiry.
one of the most noted botanical
William P. Kelley, the popular scholars of this country will be pres
Assorted Flavors
dry goods salesman has bought G. ent as principal speaker. MLss Edith
W. Achorn & Co.’s dry goods busi Bicknell of this city is a member,
ness in Camden and will conduct lt and plans to attend.

CHISHOLM’S

’ -''i

SODAS

10c

Dropped Mints

29c lb

COUNTRY CLUB GOLF
Holiday Tournament Exhibited Some
Very Creditable Scores

Among the sporting features of th
Fourth none proved more Interest
ing than the handicap golf tourna
ment at the Country Club, in which
15 players hung up, on the whole,
some very creditable scores. In par
ticular H. A. Buffum and J. R. Mar
shall, who tied as winners with net
89—in which performance Buffum';
43 for his best nine holes was note
worthy. Howard and Crane tieirtp
for second place also covered some
good shooting. The scores:
94 25 -f.f
84 15-69
90 19 -71
e B. Howard
.................. . 94-23 -71
Z M Dwlnal ......... ••............... 92 20- -7?
88- 15—73
W H Glendennlug
A W Pom ............................. 94—20—7*
86—10—76
H. 1. Robinson ............ .
90 13-77
A C Rogers
Roger Sorrent ........................... 96—19—T7
100—22 78
T Yates
P4—14.—pr
E W Scarlott
94 -12—82
Dr WifiWall
.................
Wm Wood, no card
Lucien Green, no card.

H. A. Buffum ...........................
J. H Marshall
Kennedy CTanc .......................

Large chicks, 15 for $1.
Feed Mfg. Co., Rockland.

Mr. and Mrs. William Partridge mo
tored Saturday to Nashua, N. H.,
where they spent the weekend with
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Partridge.
Callers Saturday on Mrs. Charles
H. Conant were Mr. and Mrs. Fred
TEL. 721
Hanson and Mr. and Mrs. Wooster of
Camden.
The Sons of Union Veterans Auxili
ary
met June 27 for the last time this
CRIEHAVEN
season, meetings to be resumed in
Miss Irene Weymouth has returned September.
home after spending a week with Mrs.
Carl Oxton and Kenneth Cousins
Ava Simpson.
stationed at the Reforestation Camp
Forest Maker made a business trip on Mt. Desert Island were home for
to Rockland last week.
fhe holiday.
Mr and Mrs. Roy Simpson spent
Among those who attended the re
the Fourth in Rockland and vicinity. union of the North Waldoboro school
Mrs. Watson Barter, Mrs. Hatten June 28 at Maple Grange hall in
Wilson, Mrs. Colby Hupper and Leslie North Waldoboro were Mr. and Mrs.
Wilson attended the graduation ex Judson E. Benner, Mrs. Lizzie Wins
ercises in Tenant's Harbor, Ralph Wil low, Mrs. Isa Teague. Roger Teague,
son being one of the graduates.
Olive Teague and Jeanette Overlock,
Misses Louise and Rebecca Mc daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Clure, Leslie and Vernon Hupper and Overlock.
Elizabeth Anderson have returned
The final session of Crescent Tem
home after the school year. Miss An ple, P. S., for the season was held
derson graduated from Union High Friday evening. Meetings will be re
sumed in September.
School.
Mrs Leslie Deane of Rockport is visit
Paul Oxton has been the guest of
ing her daughter Mrs. Gladys Wilson. Vernal Wallace, son of Mr and Mrs.
Ira Tupper has launched his new Chester Wallace, at North Warren.
boat Cynthia and after being fitted
David Oxton has been visiting Rob
out will make a fishing trip to Cassia’s ert Young at Brunswick.
bank.
.
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Spear, 2d, and
Mr. and Mrs. John Anderson and son Abbott of Newton Centre Mass.,
family recently visited In Union and are occupying their summer home on
attended the graduation of their the South Warren road, Joining their
daughter Elizabeth.
other son Ellis Spear, 3d, who had
Miss Elsie Simmons has returned to been there two weeks.
. . . . '
her home in Rockport.
Mrs. Ruby Kalloch has part In the
Mrs. Ira Tupper and daughter Cyn
thia are visiting relatives in St Union Legion Post and Auxiliary play i
"Henry’s Wedding," to be presented *
George and Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. H. J. McClure enter at Town hall in Union Tuesday and
tained relatives and friends from Wednesday evenings ot next week.
Rockland and Augusta over the week P. D. Starrett will take part In a spe
cialty, also Ralph Starrett of Warend and the Fourth.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Wilson have as ren and Union and Mrs. Martha Fulguests Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Rogers ot ler, a former Warren girl.
Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Libby of Bel____________
j n.ont, Mass., are spending the sum"What has become of Mesa Bill?" mer with Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Libby.
inquired the traveling salesman.
Because of the absence of the pas
"He's tourin’ the country," an tor Rev. Howard A. Welch who went
swered Cactus Joe.
Monday to the Royal Ambassador
"Where is he now?”
Boys’ Camp at Ocean Park for 12 days
“Can’t say. But Bill has one o' the Baptist congregation will unite
them pernicious natures that jest with that of the Congregational
naturally keep a man bein' put out o’ Church for Sunday morning service.
one town after another."—Washing Bible school will be at the usual time.
There will be no service in the eve
ton Star.
ning. Everyone is invited to attend
the children's day observance held
SPRUCE HEAD
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sacker of New at White Oak Grange hall, North
York city are guests of their friend Warren, Sunday evening at 7.30
standard, by the Sunday school
Mrs. Ella Cook.
pupils of that district under the su
MARRIED
pervision of Miss Margaret McWILDER-ARMSTRONG — At Friendship, Knight of Rockland, The pageant
July 3. by Rev. Arthur Peabody Pratt.
Richard Wilder of Gardner Mass . and entitled, "God's Children All," in
Miss Mary Elizabeth Armstrong of
which 2tf> children participate will
Winchester. Mass.
KES8EL—PAFFENDORF—At Newburgh. be given, knd there will be an ad
N Y . June 24. by Rev. Mr. McCullen,
William A. Kcssel. formerly of Vinal dress by a visiting pastor.
• • • •
haven and Miss Lillian Paffendorf of
Newburgh.
Richard and Joyce Butler, children
of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Butler spent
DIED
KEENE—At Martinsville. July 3. Sarah Tuesday night with their cousins Al
Emma, widow of Fred Keene, aged 77
fred, Virginia and Robert Wyllie.
years, 11 months. 22 days.
The telephone has been installed at
COTE-At Thomaston. July 3, Ardlne
Cote, aged 24 years. 9 months. 3 days. the A. T. Norwood residence, num
Burial In Bath
JENNINGS—At Thomaston, July 4. Miss ber 28-4.
Ruth Jennings, aged 94 years. Funeral
Mr. and Mrs. Christian Anderson
Friday at 2 o'clock from the home of
returned Sunday to Scarboro after
W. G. Washburn. EUlot street.
LINEKEN—At Thomaston. July 5. Mat being overnight guests of Mr. and
thew K Llneken. aged 6C years. 7
months. 5 days. Funeral Saturday at Mrs. Charles Starrett.
2 oclock.
Mr. and Mrs Roy Spear and chil
TIBBETTS—At Camden. July 4. Oranna
Tibbetts, aged 80 years. 5 months. 9 dren Ivan and Joan returned Tuesday
days. Funeral Thursday at 2 o’clock, to their home in Cape Elizabeth, hav
from the residence of Miss Deborah
ing been guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. S.
Ogier. Mechanic street.
VINAL—At Carver. Mass., June 28. Cora MacDonald over the weekend and of
L.. wife of Rev. Henry Y. Vinal. aged
72 years. 11 months Funeral services Mr. and Mrs. J. Herbert Gould at
and Interment at Carver.
Camden Monday night.
GREEN-At Rockland. July 3. Oeorge
Ralph Robinson who underwent an
Green, aged 81 years. 6 months. 2 days
Funeral Thursday at 2 o'clock from operation at Knox Hospital Monday
the residence In South Thomaston.
RICHARDSON—At St. George. July 4. for mastoid of the left ear, is report
Ronald G son of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur ed to toe doing well.
E Richardson, aged 5 years. 2 months.
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Jordan ot
18 davs FuneraJ Thursday at 3 30 from
the home In St. George.
Medfield, Mass., have been guests of
Mrs. Alice Cook.
CARD OF THANKS
Wc wish to extend our thanks to all
Barrett Clark of Boston and friends
who have been so kind and thought
ful during the Illness of our son and Edward Irving also of Boston ands
brother, and those who sent flowers and
loaned the use of their cars for the William Campbell of Brighton, Mass.,
funeral.
returned Tuesday after spendng the
Mr and Mrs. Charles H. Dodge and
holiday and weekend with his parents
family.
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Clark.
CARD OF THANKS
Carl Reever and Miss Martha Stan
We wish to thank all our friends nnd
neighbors, who so kindly helped us dur ley of Beverly, Mass., who passed the
ing our recent bereavement; also for the
weekend with Mr. and Mrs. George
beautiful floral offerings
Frank A. Smith and family.
Vinalhaven.
• Newbert returned to their homes

HOUSE-SHERMAN, ,NC-

.

Almon B Cooper. Jr.,Yas taken the
Rockland agency for the A.L.A.

In connection with his present
duties "on the road.” He will have
general oversight of the new enter
prise, but the active affairs of the
establishment will continue in the
hands of Mrs. Pearl Thompson and
Mrs. Youpg. Mr. Kelley's thorough
knowledge of the dry goods business
had its inception when he received
1 his course of sprouts in the office
of Brown, Durrell & Co. Since the
war he has been traveling salesman
for that well known concern.
Jack Black was "Johnny on the
spot" yesterday morning, and if he
had not been the fate of that fine
summer residence known as “Roxmont” would probably have been
settled. Homeward bound in his
motor car young Black saw the grass
in flames on the opposite side of the
highway, With at strong ’northerly
wind sweeping the fire toward the
Roxmont estate only a few rods
away. Some thoughtless celebrater
had fastened two sticks of red fire
0 to the Vaughan Brcok sign, and the
burning material had started the
grass. Mr. Black's prompt and vig
orous work saved the day.

WARREN

Do Not Consider the Purchase of a

■ By actual tests made over a period of
many months in comparison with all other
makes of electrical refrigerators, the new
Cblnow ’’takes the cake” when it comes
Jo fast freezing of ice euhes.

Stover')
79-81

THE

“OLD HOMESTEAD"

Assorted

Chocolates
25c lb
OUR

Ice Cream
Is Full of Health-Building

Calories

10c a plate

Page Three

Special Purchase

“Charming” Porch Dresses

.98

A Melody of
Fashion

•Wj

You never pictured anything so
gay as these charming Frocks . . .
These frocks do things to you . . .
give a wonderful lift to your spirit
. .. and make you lovely, too. Not
until you see them, can you realize
how exceptionally beautiful they
are.

Eyelet Embroidered Dresses
Seersuckers . . .

Dotted Swisses . . . ’
Piques . . ,

Sizes 14 to 46

Tissue Ginghams . . .

Fast Colors . . .
10 SPRING SUITS TO CLOSE ($10.50 and $15.00 VALUES)

$5.<

The New Men’s and Boys’ Department

PURE WOOL SLEEVELESS
SUP-ON
. •* ’ '• 'I uy
■**
SWEATERS
Navy, Copen, White and

$1.00

Maize,
Lal M
Wr. t-Qiritya
MEN’S

BOYS'

Dungarees

Knickers

Made of heavy 2.20
Denim

Heavy quality
Linene

69c

$1.19
Boys' sizes only $1.00

Boys love these over
all paints

Shirts
Fast Color
Cut like Dad's

49c
Sizes 8 to 1414

Why It Pays to Shop the Bargain Attic
One Hundred Dozen
SHEER CHIFFONS,

39c
Bought before the advance
They won't last long, so come early.
Although they are called irregulars
we don’t find anything the matter
with them.

OTHER BARGAIN ATTIC
SPECIALS
17 in. Pure Linen Crash,
-12H
.69
New White Felt Hats,
.08
Men's Heavy Socks,
1.88
Pure Silk Dresses,
.59
Organdy House Dresses,

SENTER CRANE COMPANY
Tuesday, leaving Gerald Reever who
had motored down with them to
spend the summer with his grandpar- i
ents Mr. and Mrs. Newbert.
|
Star Circle of Ivy Chapter, OES.,
will hold its annual picnic July 12,
at Galashiels, the Oeorge Walker cot
tage at Martin's Point, Friendship.
The Help One Another Circle of
King's Daughters will meet July 8,
at the home of Mrs. Leda Martin for
the annual picnic.
Laverne Young, oldest daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Young, who has
been 111 the past two weeks from the
effects of ether pneumonia is report
ed to be improving.
Twenty-six children of the primary
department and cradle roll and «lx
mothers were entertained Saturday at
the Congregational vestry, the com
mittee in charge including Mrs. Eliza
beth Munsey, Mrs Ethel Griffin, Mrs
Evelyn Robinson, Mrs. Anna Starrett,
and Mrs. Ruth Philbrook. Games
were played and light refreshments
served.
Among those who participated in
a family picnic the Fourth at Thomp
son's Shore, Friendship, were Mr. and
Mrs. Eugene Durgin and guest Mrs.
Nellie Wakefield of Sanford, sister of
Mr Durgin, Mr. and Mrs. P. D. Star
rett, Mrs. Susie Philbrook, Mrs. Percy
French, Mrs. Allen Cogan and two
children, Mr. and Mrs. Leland Phil
brook and family, all of Warren, and
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Thompson of
Friendship.
There will be another tonsil and
adenoid clinic July 12 at Knox Hospi
tal, five to undergo the operation at
the hands of Dr. William Elllngwood,
assisted in the care by Mrs Ruth Phil
brook. At the previous clinic June 21
six children received treatment.
Aarne Puolakka received recently
a severe cut in the palm of his hand.
Nathaniel Little was home from
Fort McKinley, Portland, over the
holiday.
Mr and Mrs. Clifford Carroll had a
narrow escape Sunday evening when
their truck caught fire near the home
of Elbert Starrett. A can of kero
sene In the truck tipped over and
dripped on the exhaust which ignited
the oil. A spare tire was burned as
well as a large hole In the body of the

truck before Mr. Carroll with the aid
of a neighbor and dirt from the road
had put out the flames.
■ ■ ■
Large chicks, 15 for $1. Stover's
Feed Mfg Co., Rockland.
79-31

SOUTH HOPE
The Fourth passed very quietly
here, even Young America being un
usually so.
Mrs. Hazel Hart has returned from
the hospital and is Improving.
Dr. C. Ouy Rohbtns, pastor of the
Unlversalist Church in Lawrence,
Mass., will hold services in the Unl
versalist Church here beginning next
8unday at 2 p m.. standard, and con-

COKE

tinue during July and August.
Mrs. Ida Chase of Rockland and
daughter Mrs. Marlon Harrison ot
Boston were recently callers on Mrs.
Chloe Mills.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gutmueller
(Madeline Annis) of New York have
been spending the week at H. A Hart's.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvertus Smith of New
Hampshire were callers there Mon
day.
(Miss Mary Kcllock of Warren was
weekend guest of Miss Hattie Boggs.
Mr. and Mrs. Colson, Miss Colson and
friend of Rockland, Mr and Mrs How
ard Kcnniston of Warren and Mr and
Mrs. Donald Kennlston of Union were
recent callers on Miss Boggs.

reduced to

A TON
JULY 1-OCTOBER 1
EFFECTIVE July 1 the price of coke
will be reduced to $8 a ton. This price will
be in force for the summer months or un
til our present supply is exhausted.

Why Burn Coke?
The answer is simple. Gas manufacturing takes
soft coal, removes and puts to profitable use the gas
which would simply become smoke and soot in vour
furnace. What is left Is modem fuel for your heating
plant—-COKE—clean, even burning, smokeless, low In
ash, and inexpensive.
Try coke once.
MONEY.

You'll always use lt and SAVE
F. O. B. Gas House

CENTI

rowu

>INE
MPANY
79-82
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TENANT'S HARBOR

200,000 Rare Wild Birds in Gaspesia
’
■ See Their Reahn Opened to Scientists

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, July 6, 1933

STONINGTON

Surprising As It Is

Herbert Davidson of Somerville,
Annie Bartlett who has been at
Mass , spent the holiday here with his tending the Maine School of Com
family.
merce ls at home for uie summer
“A BAKER’S
Mrs Ella Alley recently visited Mrs vacation.
Mrs.
Hannah
Colby
has
been
quite
DOZEN”
Everette 8r.ow.
i
John Watts of Boston is passing a ill this past week with a bad attack
actually consisted
r r
few weeks in this place.
of rheumatism.
of 13 in medieval
•234
Capt. Charles Ho.brook is having a
Miss Dorothy Cleveland is passing
S 6 *8 9 >6,,
times.
shovel window built on his house; also tbe summer
Mr. and Mrs. LcIn those days
12 '3 H it it n it
having the ell shingled.
penalties against
roy Oross at Oceanvllle.
192021 iz 23 24 25
Mrs. Charles Rawley has employ
short weight
Irving Simpson of North Haven
were so severe, he
ment in Lincolnville.
ivcently visited his parents Mr. and
would pdd anoth
Deacon H. P. Kalloch Is in Fort Mrs. John H. Simpson.
er loaf or cake to
Fairfield where he will be guest of his
Alonzo Hutchinson, who has been
be on the safe
son Dr. Herbert Kalloch for a few visiting his ron Pearl Hutchinson
side.
days.
Great
and family t returned Saturday to
The custom dis
Dr and Mrs C. H. Leach were here
the home of his daughter Mrs. Ida
Caesar's Pride
appeared long
to spend the holiday at their old
Barter.
ago, but the ex
made
July
amonlhof31
days
home.
J
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Robbins are
pression is
Mrs. E. E. Allen was a Rockland
July was named in honor of Juliw
receiving congratulations on the
still with us.
visitor Saturday, also her daughter
Caesar, and in his pride he added
birth of a daughter, who has been
Mrs. Henry Allen.
another day to make it equal the
named Sara Blanche.
Harry* Jackson and family are
longest month of the year.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Cleaves and
guests of their aunt Mrs Nellie Jack- daughter Marjorie, who have a cot
son.'
tage at South Deer Isle, were recent
The past grands' association will be
visitors here.
held July 19 with Puritan Rebekah
Roy McMahon who has employ
A camp fire led acci*
Lodge.
ment at the canning factory her*,
Weston Rivers and Levi Hathorn
dentally to glass making
passed the weekend with his family
made a business trip to Ellsworth last
History relates Phoenician sail
in Rcckland.
Two of the nature wonders of the
week.
ors landing on the shore of
Mrs. Nettie Cook has been 1U the
North American continent just opened
William Barter was in Rockland
Palestine found no rocks to pro
past
week.
to easy access by scientists and stu
Saturday.
|
tect their fire. Instead they used
I Laura Austin is employed at the
dents over a modern highway around
Cottages Roseledge and Franette
blocks of niter from their cargo,
Lobster Trap for the summer.
the Gaspe Peninsula of Quebec. Above,
were attractively decorated for the
which melted and mixed with
the famous Perce Rock, or "pierced
John R;dman has been visiting
holiday.
the sand, forming a stream of
rock,” in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, a
friends ln town.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett O. Spaulding
glass.
piece of Mont Joli which slipped out
Barbara Oreenl3w ls home from
▲II RifhU Reserved by BUIett Syndicate. 1933
of Central Falls, R. I., and Mr. and
to sea and is being slowly ground up
Boston for the summer.
by the waves. More than 200.000 rare
Mrs. Joseph W. Meservey and daugh
The tar barge arrived last week
wild birds, including relatives of the
Ses Page Two
ter Eleanor Mae of Providence are at
? ? Surprising As It Is ? ? . . . “What Is Your Score? ?
and the roads here and at Deer Isle
extinct flightless great auks, haunt
the Franette cottage for two weeks.
this geological wonderland, literally
are receiving attention.
VINALHAVEN
covering the big rock and the cliffs
Charlotte Greenlaw ls ln Ipswich.
PORT CLYDE
on nearby Bonaventure Island, now a
Mass., to spend the summer with
One of the most quiet Fourths ever
Dominion bird sanctuary believed to
Miss Virginia Condon and Miss her aunt Mrs Carrie Damon.
be the most densely inhabited wild
known
in town was observed Tues
Mrs. Florence Wallace and Miss
Thompson have returned from a visit
bird refuge in the world. Left, a
1
i4
day.
yet
the baseball enthusiasts
Bernice Dority are employed at the
1
b
5
family of gannets in a colony of more than 14.000 protected "residents." No, that's not a mask,
in Warren.
1
'
merely a highly decorative beak supplied by nature.
found
the
day
Interesting.
The
8outh
Allan Craven and friends of Boston Wiggin Cottage at the Reach,
51 1
7
9
arrived at the Fo'Castlc Saturday for
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Eaton. Jr., are Thomaston team played two games
GASPE, Quo.—An army of Amer quaint and historic country in in According to the famous American
geologist. John M. Clarke, that part
the month of July.
i receiving congratulations on their here, but the locals continued to add
ican scientists—ornithologists and creasing numbers.
IX
13
IO
II
Ornithologists know- Perce Rock ot the rock exposed above the sea
geologists—la Invading this farMrs Edith Maxwell and daughter recent man-late. Mrs Eaton (Laura
weighs
about
four
million
tons,
al

to their good luck of this season by
dung section ot Quebec this sum and Bonaventure Island, now a though for countless thousands ot
1
are at Gable Ends for the summer
| Stinson), ls a daughter of Mr. and
19
17
16
14
lb
15
mer to study the bird life and geo bird sanctuary created by the Do years between 300 tons and one
Rev. and Mrs. Milton Ken left last' Mrs. Sterling Stinson and a gradu winning both games. Aside from
minion government, as the home ot
logical formations at the famous probably the largest collection of thousand tons a year have been chip
21
zo
Thursday for Westerlo, N. Y., where ate of McKinley High School, class home parties the activities were
Perce Rock ln the Gulf of Sfc Law wild birds in North America. Here, ped from the formation by waves.
he will enter upon a new pastorate.
cf 1933 Mr. Eaton is the son of mostly of the camp picnic variety.
rence near this city. A new motor nesting so thickly on the shelf-like Mr. Clarke estimates that at this
i4
1
SSK TT
X3
highway making the spot readily ledges along the great cliffs that rate the cliff will endure for be
Miss Marion Davis has returned to Capt. Fred Eaton of the Reach The staccato notes from firecrackers
1
SW
accessible is the cause for the In the rocks appear to be covered with tween 4,000 and 13,000 years more.
Massachusetts after a few days' visit • Both are very popular with the meant music to the youngsters in a
1
2ft £9
15 xG
1
27
flux of scientific visitors.
snow, are found such fascinating
Until the new Perron Highway
with her parents Mr. and Mrs. Sidney younger set and many friends wish
Attracted by more than 200,000 specimens as the murres. small rel was opened, Gaspesia was little
continuous program, with added fire
Davis.
,
j them happiness and prosperity.
rare wild birds which live on Perce atives of the flightless great auks, known to the world outside Quebec.
works in the evening.
now
extinct;
gannets,
cormorants,
Rock and nearby Bonaventure Is
Washed on the north by the St.
Mr and Mrs. Ralph D. Waldo of |
Jx
Jo
54
35
34
31
land. and by the chance to study an kittiwake, gulls, ravens, duck Lawrence River where it flows into
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Patterson of
Boston were in town to spend the
NORTH WARREN
hawks,
grouse,
white-winged
cross

example of sea action on rock in the
the Atlantic, and on the east and
Fourth with his brother Fred Waldo
Massena. N. Y.. arrived Saturday
4b
37
great “pierced mountain" itself, sev bills, a great flock of Leach's pe south by the Gulf of St. Lawrence,
Mr and Mrs. George Richardson 1 Mrs. Lula Williamson who has been night. Mrs. Patterson will remain
eral expeditions have notified the trels. relatives of the famous this vast virgin country has an area
stormy petrels, and many others.
ss 40 41
and child of Lancaster. Mass., are visiting her sister Mrs C W Mank during the summer with her parents
47.
3T
provincial government of their in The gannets, which inhabit virtu of 11,400 square miles. It was dis
Ss
tention to visit Gaspesia this sum ally no other islands on the coast, covered in 1534 by the French ad
spending a few weeks with Mr. and the past 10 days returned Saturday to
"I 1
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Calderwood at
47
venturer, Jacques Cartier, and to
mer. With opening of the 553-mile number more than 14.000 birds.
44
43
Mrs. Russell Porter.
North Waldoboro.
Perron Highway circling the penin
Perce Rock, or the "pierced rock," day is the home of an almost pure
Lumina.
Sunday
a
party
of
relaRev Charles Marstellar of Usbor. I Norman Grav of Rockland has
1
sula and linking it for the first time as the geological wonder is known French population of 102.515 per
5o
46
49
Falls supplied at thc Baptist Church j completed painting the interior of lives including Mr. Patterson's
by modern automobile road with New in English, is a huge slice of moun sons engaged chiefly in farming and
SS
Sunday afternoon and evening,
I White Oak Orange hall.
I,'
11 r
England, Quebec City. Montreal and tainous headland which has broken fishing. Gaspesia ls the most moun
mother Mrs. A U. Patterson and his
51
middle western points via the new away from Mont Joli on the coast tainous part of eastern Canada, its
Mrs Broadbent and son Irvin and ! Mr and Mrs. Lester Mank were
sisters
Miss
Eliza
Patterson
of
this
1000-mile drive along the St. Law and slipped out to sea about 600 highest elevation being 4,450 feet.
1
54
Mr. ar.d Mrs Harold Broadbent and ! visitors at Charles W. Mank's last
53
rence River, university students, feet. The formation takes its name Scores of picturesque resorts noted
town and Mrs. Scofield of Rockland,
son of New .York city have arrived at ' weck Thursday.
scientific groups and American mo from the great 60-foot arch which for their bca'-hes, fishing and hunt
tor tourists are penetrating the the sea has pierced in the rock. ing dot the peninsula.
their cottage for the summer.
, Visitors Friday at the home of Mrs was held at the Calderwood farm.
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
Mrs. Ethel Coffin and son Joseph Clara Whitney were Mrs Lena Free- Mr Patterson left Monday by plane
10-Entreat
40-Part of the hand
1-Palpitate
. Mercier's mother Mrs. Lilia Moulden
13-Writing fluid
4-English navigator 43-Sells in small
and Mrs Madeline Pease and son man and infant son, Mrs. Lula Wil- on his return to New York, to await
SWAN'S ISLAND
OUR JUNIOR PUZZLE
15- Verbal
quantities
7-Remove the ekin
for a few weeks.
Wlnston are spending a few days in ; Damson and Mrs. Emma Whitney.
another visit here in August.
16- Organa of hearing
46-Spire
9-Chief actor
Cambridge, Mass.
I The bridge near Wendall Stevens'
Mrs. W. C. Osgood and daughte:
WiU Holmes u spendlng the holt-!
The families ot Austin Calderwood
18-One who foretells
48- Attorney (abbr.)
10- Japanese coin
Katheryn are visiting in Portland day with his famUy after bein? in
Mrs. Torrence and Miss Underwood ' has been repaired,
J9-Fatigue
49- Beverage
and E. C. McIntosh, with ' Andy
11- Doze
23- Penetrate
50- A rodent
12- Prefix. Thrice
and Lewiston.
Vinaihaven for several months.
of New York have arrived at the, Leland Cargill has employment on Carsie. were at the Merrie Macs.
24- Smallest
51- Weird
14-Perseeuted
Llewellyn Joyce who was taker.
Mrs Jack
and Flwib
Hydaway for the summer.
the farm of C. B Tolman.
Shore Acres, July Fourth.
26-Firat woman
52- Pitch
17-Agrees
Miss Fields of Massachusetts has
Ruth Lennox who has been in Ausuddenly ill while at work laSt
0( Massachusetts are guest?
At Boulder Cottage Mr. and Mrs.
29- Ever (Poet.)
53- A heat unit
20- Large plant
arrived at Big Thunder for the sum-1 gusta the past year Is at home.
30- Nude
Thursday, is in Rockland receiving, oU her fa[her
Cajpt
wtnfield
21- A abort literary
54- Canv«a aheltera
L. A. Coombs and son H. L. Coombs
31- Stage
article
medical treatment
The
Sunday
School
at
North
War

mer
season.
entertained
Mrs.
Reilly,
little
Staples in Atlantic.
32- Sphere
22- Scarce
VERTICAL
ren
will
put
on
a
children's
day
Harold Hupper took, charge of the
Mrs Leila McCarthy, Miss The
daughter Patricia, and maid, who are
33- Ciit of a horse
24- For fear that
Eugene Norwood of Portland Is
pageant at White Oak Orange hall passing several weeks at the Gaston
mail route between Thomaston
resa McCarthy and Richard Kent visiting relatives in Atlantic.
34- Soothe
.
25- The (Fr.)
1-Not leaky
35- Slay
27- Jeer
Sunday at 7.30.
Port Clyde July 1
cottage, Crotch Island.
of Massachusetts are spending two
Mrs. Andrew Smith recently vislt2-A device for opening 38-A plume
28- Look
The Baptist circle will hold theli
weeks with relatives here.
anything (pi.)
29-Greek letter
30-A wager
! ed her daughter Mrs. Franklin Wood
Lee Shippey, of the Los Angeles
summer sale July 26
S-C ompany
At Alyosca. the Shore Acres bunga
41- Skilful
32-Lower animal
Mr. and Mrs. Milo Clark and son - in Rockland.
Mrs. Nellie Boyles of Cambridge. Times, has a head-line "How To Tell low of Mr and Mrs. O. C. Lane, a
4- Felinea
42- Repairs
34-Noah's ship
Jackie were guests Sunday of Mrs
5- Restralna
36Liaten
44- To make a note of
Forrest Stanley. Elliott Smith and'
Ladies
From
Men
Now
That
Both
Mass.,
is
a
guest
of
her
mother.
Mrs.
picnic party was entertained Tuesday
Clark's mother, Mrs. Lilia Moulden.
6- Browned bread
45- Speak
37- Make a mleetep
Harry Smith spent the Fourth on
Wear Pants."
Mary Jones.
by the owners and their guests Mr
Mrs. William Babson and family
8- Terminate
46- Place
38- One of a tribe of
' the mainland.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Davis ot
That ought to be easy.
47- Formerly (Poet)
and Mrs. Edward Swan of Brookline
American Indiana 9- Mineral apring
of Bluehill are spending the holi
Pleasant Point visited friends here
The one that is listening is the and Crow Point, Mass. The Swans
Arlene Bates of Portland is
day with Mr. and Mrs. Everett
(Solution to Previous Puzxlei
man —Cincinnati Enquirer.
Sunday.
spending, the summer vacation with
are cruising along the Maine coast
Gross.
Myrtle Brown Is working there and
Workmen who are repairing the her grandmother Mrs. Edward Scott, j
and will go to Bar Harbor before re
caring for them.
turning. At present they are “at
steamboat wharf are staying at Thc
Austin Joyce of Norwood. R. I., is
Capt. Luther Burns of Atlantic.
home' ' on the fine 65-foot yacht
Trask House.
at homc for the summer.
Mass., spent the Fourth at the home
Giana. After a fish dinner in the
Mrs. Russell Mercier and son Rus
of his parents Mr. and Mrs. William
grove at Shore Acres the guests en
sell of Bucksport are with Mrs.
BREMEN
Burns.
joyed a delightful sail through North
Misses Gertrude Vinal and Phyllis
Haven Thoroughfare to Goose Rock. Black go to Rangeley this week for
A much needed shower came Fri
When Your Daughter
The sailing craft gathered for the i the season.
day. It looks like a light hay crop ,
Comes to Womanhood this year.
t aces made an interesting picture. In
• • • •
thc party for the day were Mr. and
Krssrl
- Paffrndorf
Lizzie
Connell
is
keeping
house
;
Give Her Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Mrs. Swan, Mr. and Mrs. Lane, Mr.
for her sister May Hull while she isi
Vegetable Compound
The wedding of Miss Lillian Pafienand Mrs. W A Smith and daughter
away.
I dorf, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ed
Moat girls In their teens need a
Nathalie. Mr. and Mrs. E. G. Carver
Ills
FAVORITE
VERSE
ward Paflendorf of Newburgh. N. Y
The gardens are looking well In |
tonic and regulator. Give your
ind daughter Celeste. Albert Annis of
and
William A. Kessel. son of Mr. and
spite
of
the
dry
weather.
lack
is
fond
of
verse.
Here
he
daughter Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Waltham. Mass . Mr. and Mrs. E M.
Mrs. William C. Kessel, formerly ol
Mrs. W. H. Hull is in the State is reading a volume and he says
Vegetable Compound for the next
WASHINGTON
Hall and Miss Evelyn Manson Thc j
few months. Teach her how to Street Hospital. Portland, where she
lie likes one very much better
Vinaihaven, took place at Newburgh.
crew of the Giana are Capt. Eugene
guard her health at this critical
Mr. and Mrs. William Han; on are
had her right leg amputated. She i than all the rest. He says it has
Eaton, Earle Eaton of Deer Isle and j June 24, Rev McCullen performing
time. When she is a happy, healthy
such a swell picture of the printhe
ceremony.
The
couple
were
at

receiving
congratulations on the birth
' has the sympathy of all her neigh
wife and mother she will thank
Waldo Taylor. Mr. and Mrs. Swan
l cipal character. If you want to
tended by Mrs. Albra Cruver, sister of June 28 of a daUjhter weighing 11
bors
and
friends.
you.
I see the picture, take a pencil and
and Mr. and Mrs Lane spent Mon
the groom as matron of honor, and pound.?
join all the numbered dots to
day night at Little Deer Isle harbor.
Weyant Paflendorf, brother of thc
gether. starting with dot number
Mr. ar.d Mrs. Plit Calkins were here
The Pfndletons of Brookline, Mass.,
bride, as best man. A reception was
one and ending with dot nuniber
at Rock Cottage, are entertaining
for
the holiday at the home of their
fifty-four.
held at the home of thc bride's parMr. and Mrs. Frank White and sons|
son
Ralph.
•
] ents following the ceremony.
of Boston.
Mr and Mrs. Kessel. accompanied
About 90 boys arrived at Medomak
A local ball team Ls bring arranged
VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND
by their sister Edith and mother mo Camp June 30 for two months.
to
play at Togus soon.
STEAMBOAT CO.
tored Sunday to Rcckland where
Mr. and Mrs Burnell Overlock are
The members of Latter Day Saints'
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT
they visited relatives and then com
Church will serve baked bean suppers
to spend thc summer at their camp
JUNE 20 TO SEPTEMBER 15
every two weeks, the first one Thurs- 1 ing to Vinaihaven, remaining here on the shore of Medomak Lake. Mr.
Eastern Standard Time
BOSTON, MASS.
until Friday. Many friends here wish
BEACON STREET
day of this week. The public may pur- j
DAILY. SUNDAYS EXCEPTED
them
happiness and hope they will be Overlook is principal of a school ln
Vinaihaven Line
chase tickets.
able
to
spend a longer vacation here Pawtucket, R. I.
Steamer leaves Rockland dally except
Harland Gregory and little daugh
, Sunday at 6 00 A M and *2 00 P M
next year.
Overlock's orchestra plays Friday
ter Evelyn of North Haven were I
Arriving at Vinaihaven at 7 20 A M and
3 20 P M
Returning steamer leaves
at
Light's Pavilion and Saturday at
•a Beacon
weekend
guests
of
their
grandparents
.
For Gay, Young
Vinaihaven at 830 A M and 4 30 P M
Next to the
the O.AJt hall, South China.
Mr. and Mrs. James Gregory.
Arriving at Rockland 9 50 A M. and
I Houm
: 5.50 P M
Clyde Sukeforth who played base
Mrs. Eliza Swears was overnight
Stonington and Swan’s Island Line
Steamer leaves Swan's Island dally exball ln the National League for Brook
guest of Mrs. James Gregory last
| cept Sunday at 6 00 A M.. Stonington
CMALL fashions are show- reminiscent of older styles, aren’t
lyn ls at his home here for the pres
Thursday.
' 6 55. North Haven 7.50; due to arrive at
ing feminine and tailored they?
‘ Rockland about 900 A M. Returnng,
ent. He ls a Washington boy, the son
Mr. and Mrs. Merle Abbott of
leaves Rockland ’2 00 P M North Haven
costumes, , as are older, more
Just a few minutes' walk to thc theatre, financial,
The jumper frock smartly de-i
3 00. Stonington 4 00. due to arrive at
ot Mr. and Mrs. Pearl Sukeforth.
Bucksport have been guests of Mrs.
grown-up styles. Puffed sleeves picts how tailored even tots can
CAMDEN, ME.
and shopping centers.
Swan's Island about 5 00 P. M
and
a
sash
used
in
Combination
Abbott's fiunt Mrs. Susan Hopkins the
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mitchell and
be about their costumes. A
•On arrival ol afternoon train from
FOR YOUR FOURTH OF JULY
with a dainty cotton print pic striped cotton of gay red, blue or
Boston.
past week.
! family of Rosllndale. Mass., are at
B H STINSON
tures the feminine side of this . green stripes Is ensembled with a
Real Spring Chicken
Charles Oakes Sr., who recently suf
I 73-tf
General Agent.
the home of Mrs Mary Mitchell. Th^
small mode to smart advantage. plain white blouse that adds a bit
fered an ill turn Ls now quite recov
Rooms without bath,
up; with bath, B.OO-p
(McCall 7412). Even the tiny
Dinner
of
color
to
Its
neckline
with
a
shorts accompanying this frock
ered. Mr. and Mrs Oakes are each
but Mrs. Mitchell and children Eliza
CwhatYourWant >
Fish, Lobsters, Clams
are made of the same material tiny bow. (McCall 7407). (By
Complete Restaurant and Cafeteria Servica
beth and Upham will remain for the
kin the W4MTADSJ
as I be dress. And the broad shoul courtesy of The McCall Com 85 years of age and among VinalHOME MADE PASTRY
hn yen’s smartest old couples Mrs.
ders are a timely touch . . very pany).
summer.

JULY

vt

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

May We Suggest—

HOTEL BELLEVUE

OCEAN VIEW
TEA ROOM

New Lower Rates

ing champion of the senior division Edwin White, Malcolm Hopkins,1
THIS IS GOOD
of Abnakis 4-H Club at Tenant's Ralph Wilson. Robert Ried. Arthur
IT (5 WILLIAMS'l
I'M GOING TO]
IT MUST BE
Slingsby. John Hapsworth, Robert I
Edw. Chaples has hat’ some con Harbor.
EXPENSIVE
MAKE SOME
ROOT
BEER,WE
Dr. and Mrs. H. H. Healey of Husspy and Maurice Simmons. The
crete steps and a well curb made by
FOR MY
MAKE IT FOR ONLY
Grand Forks, N. D., arc occupying club members arc Virginia ThompH. H. Hupper.
'/xt
A GLASS.
FAMILY
the
Phronie
cottage.
,
son
'
Enid
Maloney,
Elsie
Lowell,
J
George Hall of Camden was a re
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Small of Edith Anthony. Geraldine Watts and
cent guest of his sister Mrs. Sidney
Massachusetts are occupying their ' Mrs L11"an Co.d. llu h.i.l uaDow.
decorated ln club colors green and
Miss Marjorie Hupper was week home here.
white.
end guest of her mother at the
William Cook is in New York *ity
Bingo Farm.
to receive surgical aid for his arm.
NEW HARBOR
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Rood Allen of
Arthur Herrick and family have
New York have arrived for the sum- moved into the Mary Hastings
The Oosnold Arms has opened for ,
m»r.
house.
the season and guests are there from
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Salmon of
Mr. and Mrs. Farrington Hart are New York and Massachusetts.
New Jersey are occupying their cot in Rockland guests of their daugh
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Bailey spent
ter Mrs. Teel.
tage.
8unday in Bella't with their daughMr. and Mrs. R. G. Leonard. Mrs
Kenneth Hooper of Rockland is
Mrs K„nnpth Colby
Paul Hannaman and son Roger of spending several weeks at his former
Mr. and Mis. Maynard McFarland
Bangor are occupying the Leonard j home here, and had as guests last'
and son Slar.ton. and Helen Gilbert
cottage for a few days.
1 week his sister and her husband.
and Ncrman Kelsey enjoyed a pic
B. Stuart (Sonny) Dwyer, Georg? (Rev. and Mrs. Lester Spencer of
nic Sunday at Bisky Pond.
Poster and Edw. Smart of Rumford [ Sprlngwater. N. Y.
were guests last week of Mr. and i The Maids of Maine 4-H Club en- ' Mr. and Mrs. George Fowler with
Mrs. C. C. Dwyer.
j tertalned semi-formally with a' their two children have arrived at
Maurice Simmons is employed by dancing party at the Grange han the summer home here, the Weather
Harold Hupper carrying the U. S.! Monday evening. The patrons and '( wise.
Miss Helen Gilbert has employ
mall.
I patronesses were Mr. and Mrs. M.
George Nichols and party of Ever-11. Anthony, Mr. and Mrs. H. H. ment at M F. McFarland's general send who has been ill since May ls Robbins of Lawrence, Mass, officiat
ett, Mass., are guests of Mrs. Julia , Hupper, Mr. and Mrs. C.
An- grocery store.
slowly recovering.
ing.
Mr. and Mrs. Philip McGrath and
Astle.
| drews, Mr. and Mrs. Earl H. Barter
Miss Marion Quinn of Worcester
Miss Johnson of Washington,
son
Junior
were
dinner
gue'ts
at
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Stanley ♦re and Mr and Mrs. C. W. Lowe, whr
proud parents over the arrival of a I were unable to attend because of Willis Gilbert's Wednesday of last D. C., arrived last Thursday to and Miss Julia Harwood of Boston are
spend the summer with her cousin vacationing in town.
•
daughter, June Estelle.
j Mrs. Lowe's Illness. Guests were week.
Mrs. Mary Parsons.
ML'S
Rose
Coile
and
mother
and
Mr. and Mrs. Paul E. Shorb anti Misses Nellie Lowell, Irene UnderRelatives and friends of Mrs. Mabel
family of Washington, D. C„ have wood. Margaret Marriott, Ruth ■sister Mary have arrived at their
Ntwcomb were saddened to learn of
arrived at The Sentinels for the Clark. Adele Hawkins, Marjorie cottage here to spend the summer.
HOPE
her sudden death which occurred in
summer.
Miss Molly Davis of New HampRcmokey, Agnes Smith Ada Ried.
Massachusetts last Saturday She had
Mrs. G. N. Bachelder was guest of Ruth Barter. Frances Dobbins and ' shire has been a guest for several! Mr. and Mrs. R. E Brown and been a regular summer visitor here for
Mrs. Albert Fredrickson at Tenant's Esther Monaghan, Howard Lowell, days of Mrs. Oeorge Richardson.
David Brown of West Newton, Mass, several years and will le greatly
Harbor last week Wednesday. Mrs Herbert Melquist, Wilfred Hooper,
Dr. and Mrs. W. W. Townsend of • are at thclr cottage.
missed Sympathy is expressed for
Bachelder's niece Miss Florence New- Elwyn Tabbutt, Howard Monaghan. Washington, D. C„ havc arrived to j Church services will be held next the bereaved relatives, especially the
hall was recently named the judg-1 Sumner Archer, Whitney Wheeler,' spend the summer here. Dr. Town- ! Sunday at 10.30 daylight, Dr. Guy two young daughters and sister.

MARTINSVILLE

WALDOBORO
Mis. A. P. Stahl is visiting relat
ives ln Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Clark have
leased the Storer house on Friend
ship street and will reside there.
Mr. and Mrs. K. L. Deymore of
Freeport were in town Sunday.
Mrs. William Richards of Detrott,
Mich., ls visiting her parents Mr. anil
Mrs. M. G. Robinson.
Mr. and Mrs. Seba M. Eaton of
New York have been at Stahl’s
Tavern a few davs.
Mrs. Martha MUrshall of Glou
cester,, Mass., passed last week with
Mrs. Isabel Boothbv and Mrs. Maude
I.
Clark Gay.
Prof. Allen R. Benner of Andover,
Mass., is at his home here.
Alfred Johnson has returned
from Damariscotta where he has
passed the winter.
Mrs. Maurice Jenness of Newport,
N. H„ is visiting her mother, Mrs.
Cora Nash.
Miss Dorothy Donnelly of Water
ville, a former assistant in the high
school, was here to attend com
mencement exercises.
• • • •
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Every-Other-Day

SOME SHORTCAKE DELIGHTS

FOR EVERY SUMMER MONTH

n

ROOT BEER^w/
AT ALL GROCERS

IE shortcake procession begins, of

orously 1 minute. Bake in two greased

with strawberries. But 8-inch layer pans, or two greased
Tcourse,
modern housewives serve a aeries of8x8x2-inch pans ln moderate oven

shortcakes all summer as the luscious
fruits and berries come into market.
Which is it to be—a cake or a short
biscuit? Tactful housewives whose
families are divided on thia point will
keep recipes for both kinds on hand.
A cherry shortcake is a gift from
the gods. If large, sweet cherries are
used they may bs sugared and heated
to boiling or simply sugared and
used fresh.
Here is a quickly mixed cake shortbake:
Fresh Cherry Shortcake
closed their home here and will be
1
quart
cherries, seeded
ln Boothbay Harbor for the sum
1% cups sifted cake flour
mer recess.
s
,
2 teaspoons combination baking
Oeorge Kuhn, a student at Bro4n
powder
% teaspoon salt
University. Providence, is at home
% cup sugar
for the summer.
4 tablespoons softened butter
or other shortening
Harold Moore of Montclair, N. J.,
1 egg. well beaten
and Northeast Harbor has been- Ute
% cup milk
guert of Ralph M. Lovell.
% teaspoon vanilla
Sweeten cherries and best to ?
The program committee of th’ ]
ing. Cool.
Woman's Club met for organization
Sift flour once, measure, add ba
with Mrs. Jchn B Nicholson. The
Ing powder, salt, and sugar, and s
members are Mrs. J. H. Lovell. Jlrs. together three times. Add butte.
Combine egg, milk and vanilla ar.
John Redman and Mrs. Nicholson. add to flour mixture, stirring uni
The ho'tess served coffee.
all flour is dampened. Then beat vig
Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge Ashworth and 1
Miss Margaret Ashworth of St. r.apclis, where he will take the physi
Jchnsbury, Vt., have been guests of cal examination for the Naval Acad
Dr and Mrs. T. C. Ashworth.
emy, to which he was appointed by
Miss Alma Glidden, assistant in i Congressman Donald Partridge. He
the High School, has returned to her ( has already passed the severe en
home ln Winslow.
trance examinations with honor.
Miss Frances Castner of Boston
Miss Dorothy Crowell is visiting
parsed the holiday and weekend with relatives in Bcachmont, Mass.
her parents Mr. and Mrs. Anthony
The new time tabic on the MC.R.R.
Castner.
is in effect fcr the summer season r.s
• • • •
ftl’cws; East Bound, 8 51 a. in, ex
Prof. Jasper J. Stahl of Pottstown cept Wednesdays and Eaturdavs,
Pa , ls passing a vacation at his hom» then 6.45 a. m.; 1. 19 p. m.; 8.11 p. m.
here.
_ . except Wednesdays and Saturdays.
Mrs. C. B. Stahl and Mirs Betty j West Bound, 7.37 a. m.; 2.09 p. m.:
Stahl were in Portland last week.
J 4.38 except Wednesdays and Satur
Mr. and Mrs. I. S. Bailed of Merton, j
days; Sunday trains. East Bound,
Pa., arc guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. T 8 55 a. m., west bound. 6.57 p. m.
Gay
T. E. Stengcr of Philadelphia has; NORTH WALDOBORO
been ln town a few days.
Miss Ella Hall of New York Un
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Ames of Town
been guest of Mrs. Lilia M. Blaney send, Mass , are at their home ln this
and Miss Marcia Blaney.
place for a few days.
Arthur Brown, who has been visit
Bert Boguss spent the holiday m
ing at the home of Mrs. Artnie, Newcastle.
Thompson, has returned to Peabody, j
Ernestine Rivers was a visitor s'
Mass.
Pearl Carroll's Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Herrick of
iMr. and Mrs James Storer were in
New Brunswick, N. J., who have been
guests at W. F. B. Feyler’s, have re- | Warren over the weekend, guests ol
turned. Stanley Herrick Jr. and Mrs Winslow and daughters.
J. A. Bornhtimcr is making repairs
Alice Herrick will remain here for the
on his house, Daniel Savage and
summer recess.
Miss Edith Levensaler passed the ' Merlin Eugley doing the work.
weekend with her parents Mr. and i Virginia and Bessie Smith are in
Mrs. F. A. Levensaler in South Eliot i Gardiner, guests of Mrs. Fish.
A special meeting of the Rural, The annual school reunion which
Cemetery Association will be held at was held at Maple Grange hall Wed
P. E. Storer's store Friday evening.
nesday war largely attended and 140
Lawrence Thibodeau of Caribou is! partook of the bountiful dinner served
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth; at the noon hour. A fine program was
Weston.
presented by the committee and
Cedric Kuhn went Tuesday to An- others.

Miss Clara S. Gay and Miss Dora j
I. Gay of Boston passed the week
end with Mr and Mrs. J. T. Gay. ,
Monday they went to Martin's Point j
where they will occupy their camp
for the summer months.
Mrs. I. P. Bailey was hostess at I
the last meeting of the Star Club.' ’ |
Mr. and Mrs. John Redman have J

Traveling Around America

POULTRY \ I.NiJOK, MEXICO
F you arc not in the nwod for a regular stops at six ports en route
chicken dinner this Mexican poul from New York to California, so that
try peddler can offer you a full-sizid travellers can go ashore eWkry two or
turkey or fat duck carried in the coop three days, to stretch their legs, and
enjoy the thrill of new scenes.
on his back.
One of the fascinating ports thus
In Mexico you can bargain for poul
try right at your front door—and visited is Mazatlan, Mexico, famous
make sure how much meat and how for its bull-ring, beer, market-place
much feathers you are getting before and dark-eyed aenoritas. Regular con
ducted shore tours take visitors to
buying
Viaits to the Spanish-Americas are points of interest, or they may wander
becoming so popular that one Ameri about this picturesque Spanish-Amer
can steamship company la featuring ican city as they please.

(375*F.) 20 to 25 minutes. To serve,
spread softened butter between lay
ers, and prepared cherries between
layers and on top of cake Serve hot
or cold with whipped cream.
Biscuit Shortcake
3 cups sifted cake flour
3 teaspoons combination baking
powder
1 teaspoon salt
14 cup butter or other shortening
% cup milk
Fruit
Sift flour once, measure, add baking
powder and salt, and sift again. Cut
in shortening; add milk all at once
and stir carefully until all flour is
dampened. Then stir vigorously un
til mixture forms a soft dough and
follows spoon around bowl. Turn out
immediately on slightly floured board
and knead 30 seconds. Roll *4 inch
thick and cut with 3-lnch floured bis
cuit cutter. Place half of circles on
ungreased baking sheet; brush with
melted butter. Place remaining circles
on top and butter tops well. Bake in
not oven (450'F.) 15 to 20 minutes,
'eparate halves of hot biscuits, spread
lottom halves with soft butter and
•uit Place other halves on top, crustiio down. Spread with butter and
•maining fruit. Garnish with whlpd cream and fruit. Serves 8.

Copjrlfbt, 1933, IL J. Rejmckli Tobacco Compaoj

APPLETON MILLS
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Perry and son
were at their old home here for the
holiday.
Mrs Phene Ripley is visiting her
sister Mrs Ralph Sayward in Union.
Mrs. Nina Hart spent the Foi/rlh
with her daughter Mrs. Erma Robbins
of 8earsmont.
Henry Da vidton was the guest of
his sister Mrs. Blanche Davidson
Tuesday.
!
"
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Gushee and
sisters Rosa and Florence Gushee of
Massachusetts are calling on old
friends in thc village.
Mrs. Alice Dougherty ar^d son Car
leton of Camden were visitors of Mr.
and Mrs Clarence Ames Thursday
and Friday.
The Appleton baseball team played
with Brooks, Sunday; score 2 to 1 in
favor of Appleton.
Mrs. Elizabeth Sprowl and son
Walter, with Mr. and Mrs. Lyford
Mills of South Hope were Sunday
visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Davis
in Port Clyde.
Miss Ruth Jewett is spending a few
days with her aunt Mrs. Joseph
Moody.
At the special town meeting held
Saturday it was voted to continued
the Third Class Road down the hill
fiom Gushec’s Corner, as far as pos
sible toward the bridge, with the spe
cial resolve fund.
Donald Hall was home from Patten
for over the Fourth.
Brcause of the shower, the me
morial service^nd lunch will be post
poned until the next regular meeting
of the Rebekahs.
Mrs. Alice Sherman has returned to
her home after spending several
weeks with her daughter Mrs.
Gertrude Waterman In Camden.
Mrs. Harriet Orbcton has returned
to her home in Rockland after spend
ing two weeks with her sister Mrs
A'hton Ripley.
Mr and Mrs. Luther Calderwood
and children of Woronoco. Mass., are
guests of her mother Mrs. Will
Brown. Their many friends are glad
I to hear that Mr. Calderwood who was
ln a bad automobile accident recent
ly in Massachusetts, has gained
strength to make the trip.
Clarence Ames has an unusual
hen’s egg on exhibition, a perfect
egg Inside an immense soft shell.
A road meeting for the Georges Val
ley Pike was held in the Grange hall
last Thursday evening. Many visitors!
were here from the surrounding
towns. The Grange cleared $7.25
from the supper. Several of the lead
ing business men of this place went
to Augusta Monday about this proj
ect. The proposed roaxl would fill a
great need.

• THE STOP WATCHES ARE SET...the signal it given... they’re off
—to set a new women's speed record in typewriting! Fingers fly madly,
yet surely, over thc keyboards...for accuracy counts as well as speed 1
The whistle shrills! The judges make thc count...and Stella Willing is
crowned the fastest woman typist in thc world — with a record of 124
words a minute!

• AT RIGHT—STELLA WILL1NS is shown enjoying a Camel. She
says: “I’d advise anybody who enjoys smoking a lot to smoke Camels,
for the sake of their nerves.”

STEADY SMOKERS
TURN TO CAMELS
Stella Willins says: “I just couldn’t type
at top speed and do it accurately if I hadn’t
learned how to keep my nerves healthy. I am
a woman whoenjoys smoking. I prefer Camels,
as I never tire of them no matter how steadily
I smoke. They are delightfully mild. And they
don’t make my nerves ragged. I’d advise any
body who enjoys smoking a lot to smoke
Camels, for the sake of their nerves.”
o
»
o
Camels, made as they are from costlier tobaccos,
give a satisfaction that never fades... no matter
how steadily you smoke them. Start smoking
Camels today and discover for yourself the
added pleasure of a milder cigarette that
never tires your taste. It is more fun to know.

/7S///I/w/azr/

I

Since 1840 this firm has faith""'
served the lamilies of Knox Count’.
LADY ATTENDANT
Day Telephone 450—781-1

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, MB.

NEVER GET ON YOUR (NERVES
NEVER TIRE YOUR TASTE

9

THOMASTON

Every-Other-Day
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How One Woman
Lost 20 Lbs. of Fat

JHE

Camirror

Mr. and Mrs. A, W. Drake of
Squantum,
Margie
Kelson
of
Whitinsville and Stella Drake of
West Upton. Mass., were guests of Lost Her Prominent Hips—
Double Chin—Sluggishness
Mrs. William H Stackpole, 8 Elm
street, over the holiday.
Gained A Shapely Figure
Herbert Miller left Wednesday for
II Oi
Portland to join Capt. Ford Davis
If you are fat how would you like to
on the steamer Njorth. where he has Icje It and at the same time gain In
ii- iWemployment for the summer.
physical charm and acquire a clean.
Donald Anderson and Clifton Felt clear skin and eyes that sparkle with
are clerking in the A. & P. store buoyant health.
Why not do what thousands of women
during the absence of Russell Mor- have done to get rid of pounds of un- >
gan who is with Battery F at Fort wanted fat? Take one half teaspoon of
Williams.
Kruschen Salts In a glass of hot water
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Copeland of ever* morning before breakfast and keep
_
,,
...
it up for 30 days. You can help the
" on ,
Newton Centre, Mars., will arrive1 action of Kruschen by cutting down
today.
Miss Margaret Copeland partry and fatty meat and going light
on potatoes, butter and cream. Then
may accompany them.
POISED FOR MASS
The Baptist Ladles Circle will have weigh yourself and see how many
FLIGHT—In perfeet
pounds you have lost
condition for their
a cooked food sale Friday at 2
Kruschen Salts are a blend of 6 salts
_ transatlantic flight to
o’clock, or the church lawn if pleas most helpful to body health Best of
/
//W Chicago, these Italian
all.
a
bottle
of
Kruschen
Salts
that
will
ant, If stormy in Walsh’s-store. The
army planes await
A
'0
committee comprises Mrs Hattie I last 5rou 4 weeks costs but a trifle. Ask
the take-off signal.
any druggist for a bottle and start to
General Italo Balbo,
Creighton, Mrs. Leona Starrett. Miss lose fat today. It's the safe way to reItalian Minister of
KL:
;
>
■■
Fannie Shaw and Mrs. Ethel New- duee but be sure you get Kruschen—
Aviation, will lead
comb?.
j your health comes first.
the squadron of 24
planes.
Fred Cameron who has employ- ------------------------------------------------ment in the leather cutting depart- turned from New York city, where
ment of J. B Pearson & Co., went for the past several weeks she has
TWO CENTURY OF PROGRESS CELEB
to Boston Saturday to spend the keen attending the Chalif Russian
RITIES Get Together—Ben Bernie, ”01’
holiday, accompanied by his wife School of Dancing,
Maeetro” of the Pabet Blue Ribbon Ca
sino, and Mies Stella Royal of the Midget
and son Fred who motored here for
Mr a»d Mrs. James C. Miln of
Village. Ben Bernie likes to have her tell
him.
Chelmsford, Mass., who have been
him he is a great big strong man.
• • • •
spending a few days with her sister
Mrs. James Carney and children Miss D. M. Rich of Elm street, left
Malcolm, Olenice and Barbara were Monday for their home, stopping to
holiday guests of Mr. and Mrs. M. visit another sister Mrs. Florence
W Jackson at South Thomaston.
l.ocke of Oakland.
Mus.c Sunday morning at the
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Dinsmore of
SOMETHING NEW In
•Baptist Church will be the anthem. Portland and Mr. and Mrs Bernard
snowballs that won’t melt
"Draw Nigh Unto Me," Lassen; Clukry and son of Dexter were holi
on a hot day. Why? Be
baritone solo. "A Prayer” R. K day guests of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
cause this snow is pure
Greene; violin solo, "Meditation
caffeine, removed from cof
■ Mossman.
fee beans by Kellogg scien
from Thais," Massenet, Miss Hazel
tists in making caffeineMis. Hattie Alien and daughters
Harrison.
free coffee. A "direct hit”
Edward Cailand of Lynn is visiting
Luc>»ho tcaches * Mt
by one of these snowballs
Mr and Mrs Walter Hastings.
Vemon' N Y and Miss Ina Allen of
might keep you awake for
the rest of the summer,
HOME . PLATE 1
Mr and Mr; John Donohue and Nutk>’' N J arrlved ln town Sunday
DEBATE — Hal]
daughter Einrley U Springvale were
sumraer at
Les scoring the
holiday visitors of Misses Katfaerin- ‘‘on'e on PuM> street
winning run for j
Boston in ths
and Mary Donohue.
Mrs. Harold Watts and Miss Barinning
ninth
Miss France, Hahn is spending >»ra Watts of Belmont. Mass , are
against Chicago, i
STATUE AT NATIONAL
several weeks with her father Roland -Pending two weeks with Mrs. Abbie
SHRINE OF ST. JOSEPH,
't
Hahn.
WaU.
being decorated during Fa
Mr. and Mrs Alfred Strcut have Miss Katherine Ross who has been
ther’s Day rites honoring
foster-father of Christ as
returned from Waltham. Mass.. tj,e guest of her cousins Mr. and Mrs
part of nationwide,
where ttey visited Mrs. Strout s jjjk carter, returned Monday to her
non-sectarian prayer
movement for better
sister.
home in Lynnfield, Mass. She was
times. Thousands are
Mrs. Francis Friend and daugh- accompanied by Mrs. Carter who will
furthering the cause
ter Helen of Skowhegan were holi- spcnd a few weeks in Lynnfield,
Or. Leo Wolman, by Joining St. Joseph's
day visitors of Mr and Mrs. A. J. Reading and Wakefield.
authority on labor Guild at Stirling, New
LOST IN BERLIN?—JUST PUNCH A BUI ION: All you problem*, #f Colum- Jersey.
Lineken, returning home WednescharIes E Stnilh of vinalhaven
have to do to find the nearest police station, is to press bia University, has
daV
spent the holiday with his sistersone of the 180 buttons so labeled. Consulates, embassies, been chosen to help
Mrs. Susan Po.and of Chelsea, injaw
Lcnna Reed and Mrs
theatres, and shops are also included.
Gen. Hugh! Johnson.
Mass., who came tc spend a few days patjlerine Messenger at their home
with her mother Mrs Helen Watts Qn
slreet.
Mrs. Sheriff's parents. Capt. and Mrs] cf October. Mr. Wilder is a grandson
and sister Mrs. Clifford Clark, has
FRIENDSHIP
.
.
Mr. and Mrs. James C. Miln of
of the late Congressman William
Melvin Lawry.
returned to her home.
Chelmsford. Mass., arrived Saturday
Mr. and Mrs. Warwood Mason and
Mr. and Mrs. Albion Wotton we;?' Henry Wilder of Gardner. Mass. The
The Knights of Pythias will pic
afternoon bringing her brother Ray child of New York are occupying hosts at a family picnic at Forest wedding was the first one ever* held
nic at George McCart-.'r’s farm.
mond B. Rich of Elm street who has the Mason cottage at Martin's Lake July Fourth their guests being in a church in Friendship and was
North Cushing next Sunday. Wives
been at the Maplewood Hospital the
Frank. Chester and Luther Wotton. made even more joyful by the pealing
and friends are invited.
past few weeks,
Andreas Hartel. Jr., of West j Miss Mabel Wotton, Mrs. William of the wedding bells directly after
Mrs Milner of Salem. Mass. and Newton, and Mrs.Harcourt W
The Federated choir will meet for
Eramhall, son Philip and daughter the ceremony. Several house parties
or wabag. Mass , arrived at Beatrice of Friendship, Mr. and Mrs were held during the weekend prerehearsal Friday at 7.15 in the vestry Mr and Mrs William Kingston of
Miss Anne Jacobs has returned Medford motored
. .j ,from Boston Sun
e..Hartel summer home Friday.
Myron Mank and daughter Lucille ceding the wedding.
from a visit to Mr and Mrs. Earl day with Harris Shaw and are stayMr. and Mrs. Matt Jones of New- of Rockland and Charles Grant of j
----------ing at his cottage at Glenmere.
Wilson in Gray.
ton Centre. Mass , and Arthur P Brewer.
BIG FIVE LEAGUE
Mrs. Ada Blomberg. Mrs. George Mrs. Susan Poland of Chelsea, spear. Jr., of Brookline. Mass.
Capt and Mrs. Melvin Lawry had
Ludwig and Mrs. Amy Brewer were Mass., who has been a guest of her spent the weekend with their partheir guests over the weekend Mr.
Rockville 7, South Thcmaston 6
guests at cards of Mrs Cora Currier sister Mrs. Clifford Clark returns to ents. Mr. and Mrs Arthur P Spear. I and Mrs stanley Lawry and three
Rcykville spotted South ThomasMonday evening. Mrs. Ludwig having Eoston Thursday with Harris Shaw
Miss Margaret Tompkins of Bos- children and Mr. and Sirs. Clinton ton c’x ruRS in the flret Inning, and
the highest score.
Refreshments who has been visiting his parents ton is spending the summer with ] Lawry and two sons, all of Dedham. th?n laid a heavy barrage on three
were furnished.
since Sunday.
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. L Mass.
0» (he latter's pitchers to win the
Mrs. Anne Levensaler who has
Alden A!;cn of Millinocket Is visit- Tompkins.
• • • •
game 7 to 6. Rockville's fast infield
been in town for two weeks visiting ing his mother Mrs. Hattie Allen.
Mrs. Nancy Rogers and Miss Mary
Wilder-Armstrong
cracked in the first inning, but after
relatives, returned to Boston Wed____________
Rogers have returned to Portland
The marriage of Miss Mary Eliza- 1 that played brilliantly behind Hunt's
nesday.
Large chicks, 15 for $1. St iver's after spending a month at their (.*th Armstrong, daughter of Mr. and effective pitching. The score:
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Creighton Feed Mfg. Co., Rockland.
79-81
home here.
‘ Mrs. Robert W. Armstrong of WinRockville
ond Miss Elizabeth Creighton, Mr.
-----------------Mr. and Mrs. William L. Hall, Chester ' Mass.) and Friendship to
ab r bh tb po
and Mrs. Albert T Gould. Miss May
RAZORVILLE
(Evelyn Goldey) visited Mr and Richard Wilder, son of Mrs. and the O. Starr, c ...
5 2 3 3 4
Gould and Albert Gould Jr., and
_____
Mrs. Eugene H. Brown Friday.
late Solon Wilder of Gardner (Mass.) Teague, ss ...
4 2 0 0 1
guests Mr. and Mrs Albert Creighton
Mr and Mrs Alex Kilgore and
Mr. and Mrs. Granville T. Brow and Friendship took place July 3 at Collins, rf ...
3
0 0 0 0
and sons George and Robert, and friends of Livermore Falls were visitr.oon, in the Methodist Church. Rev. Hclin. 3b .....
motored to Portland Wednesday.
3 1 1 2 1
Capt. and Mrs. James E. Creighton ors here last Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald B Loga:v, Arthur Peabody Pratt of Greenfield, A Starr, 2b .
4 1 2 4 5
attended the wedding of Miss Mary
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Clark and
Miss Constance Logan and Mrs Mass., and also of Friendship, an E. Lofman, cf
4 0 I 1 1
Armstrong and Richard Wilder at Mrs. Haskell of Hyde Park. Mass.,
Briggs of Worcester, have arrived a; uncle of the bride, performed the M. Starr, lb
2 0 0 0 14
Friendship Monday.
visited Mrs. Carrie Clark Friday.
marriage ceremony, the double ring Salmlnen, If
the Logan summer home.
4 0 0 0 1
Mrs Stella Stone and son Robert gojng thence to Vermont to visit the
4 1 2 3 0
Hunt, p
Mrs. Grace Mayo Belden and Miss service being used.
have returned from a recent visit to home town where Mr. Clark was
The bride, who was given away by
Priscilla
Belden
are
at
Driftwood
for
Mrs. Fred Radcliff in Worcester, horn. His sister Mrs. Jennie Humes
her father, wore her mother's wed33 7 9 13 27
the summer.
Mass
also made the trip with them.
Mrs.
Fannie
W.
Rauskolb
ano
din
K
6°
wn
oI
lvor
y
s®
1
*11
trimmed
South
Thomaston
Mrs. Ann Spalding who has been
Mr. and Mrs Reuben Sargent
Miss Marion Rauskolb of Medford. *‘th Brussels lace and seed pearls
ab r bh tb PO
the guest of Mrs. A. W Peabody, re visited Edward Light Monday.
Mas.'. have opened Thc Spruces for! 1-nd her mother's veil of tulle caught Gatti, ss .....
5 0 2 3 1
turned to her home in Malden, Mass.,
Cecil Bradstreet and family are at
the season.
j by orange blossoms. Her bouquet S'.eet>;r, 3b .
5 1 1 1 1
Sunday night.
their place on the Light road.
A Harrison Ewing of Boston visit- i waA
gardenias and lilies of the Jackson, lb .
• w » •
4 1 1 1 8
Merle Mte|r and Ralph Hibbert
Galley.
Miss Priscilla Armstrong, W. Makinen.rf, p 3 1 0 0 1
Arthur McDonald and Mrs. Ethel attended circus at Augusta Monday. ed friends in town Friday.
Eaton Davis of Lexington. Mass gowned in white crepe with green A. Makinen, P 1 0 9 0 0
Hill of New York who have been
Edith Overlock who spent several
is
spending the summer with his organdy jacket, hat and slippers was Ames, 2b .....
guests of Charles C. and Henry E days last week in Union assisting in
4 1 2 3 2
.
ic in parents, Mr. and Mrs. Laureston B maid of honor. Her bouquet was of Carr, p. rf ...
McDonald, have returned.
4 1 1 1 0
f r the hnliflav and re Davls' and 15 employed by Dr. Ralph
larkspur and talisman roses,
Mr and Mrs. Sanford B. Comery, Ca h
A Makinen, cf 3 1 0 0 1
was home for the holiday and re- LeQnard
. Robert Dinsmoor Wilder was his
Mrs. Dora Comery and Franklin
Gilchrest. If
4 0 0 0 2
ports Mr. Howard as slightly IraAugustus Noyes of! brother's best man. The ushers
4 0 2 2 11
Comery arc at their summer home on
Montgomery, c
York city are spending two wfcre Robert Beddow Lisle of Troy,
Dwight street. Miss Eleanor McCor p.o\in„.
Ralph Hibbert killed two fine veal
J
®
a
# r,
.
,
.
weeks in the Armstrong bungalow. I- George A. Creighton of Bos37 6 9 11 27 10 2
mick and brother Richard McCoroiru hoiAA arrived af we i MF' and Mrs' Clement Rinehart, ]ton- cousin of the bride, William L. Rockville ....... 2 0 0 0 2 1 2 0 0—7
mick were their holiday guests.
Thirty girls have arrived at WeDir.ehe.» -«d »<(-. rxi—iei,, Tompkins, Jr., of Madison, N. J., and
Miss Ruth Jennings, aged about 94 ton*a'"<£mp' and more are" expected !
So. Thomaston 60000000 0—6
Two-base hits. A. Starr 2, Hunt,
years, died Tuesday afternoon. this week the iargest number yet Rinehart have arrived for the sum Volney W. Howe of Gardner, Mass.
Miss Priscilla Bodman of Winchester, llelin, Gatti Ames. Double plays,
mer.
Funeral services will be held Friday cnterta|ned at the camp.
Mr. and Mrs. Colby Morton of New a classmate of thc bride at Skidmore Carr. Jackson and Ames; 'Gatti and
at 2 o'clock, at the home of William
L. P. Jones and family were visit
I York are visiting their parents Mr., College, played the wedding march. Ames. Struck cut. by Hunt 3, by
G. Washburn. Elliot street.
ors at Crescent Beach Sunday.
The church was tastefully decorat Carr 5. by W. Makinen 2. by A.
i and Mrs. L. C. Morton.
Mrs. Olive Brasier who has spent
Makinen 3. Ba'e on balls, off Carr
and
T- Brow- Bernard ed with wild flowers.
the winter with Mrs. A. F. Rice, re
A reception was held at the home 3. off A Makinen 2. Umpires, Black
• Brow and Stanley Simmons motored
turned to her home at Brooklyn *
of the bride's parents on Davis Point. and Barnes.
Harbor Sunday.
Heights Saturday.
Mrs. Nellie Wotton Brazier of Dan- A unique feature of the occasion was
Friday the intermediate depart
aladdin lamp parts at ail times
Mass., has arrived here for the the picturesque departure of the bride
ment of the Federated Church school
and groom when they sailed seaward !
will join with Mrs. Evelyn Snow's Prompl servlce' CRIE hardware^CO. .summer.
PAPER FOLLOWS YOU
If you are a subscriber to
LADIES Reliable hair goods at RockM*' and Jdrs- OMver Lyons (Janet , in a motor boat.
class for a picnic at the "Green," the
The Courier-Gazette and are
land Hair store. 24 Eim st. Man order* j Evans) spent the weekend with her i Mrs. Wilder graduated from Winoccasion being the fourth celebration solicited.
H. C. BHODM. Tel. 519,
leaving home for any time, long
________________
78-tf
j
parents,
Mr.
and
Mis.
O.
D.
Evans,
]
Chester
High
School
and
attended
of the succeeding birthdays of each
or snort, let us mail the paper to
lawn mowers sharpened. Satisfac- who with Daniel and Allen Evans Skidmore College
Mr. Wilder gradof the members.
you during your absence. The
tlon guaranteed. Called for and dellvi
.
.,
regular copy of the paper will
j uated from Harvard, class of 1933.
Mrs. Stanley Maynard of East Mil- ered Prompt service, phone 791. crie arrived Saturday for the season.
go to the home as usual. Just
Mrs Heien Keilholtz and Miss' The bridal couple are sailing Thurston. Mass., is spending a few days HARDWARE co., 4t8 Main 8t.. Cltr
telephone the address to the
keys; keys! keysl Keys made to ‘ Cecelia Keilholtz of Baltimore have : day f°r Europe on the General Von
with Miss Christine Moore.
office, or mail a card. The paper
or?e.r' . I5keys
ey’ are
madilost.
e »t0 i?opened
their Davis Point cottage.
I■ Steuben and will spend their honeywill follow wherever you go, and
Willis Spear has moved his family ortglnal
House, office or
"
J
will stop on notice when you ar
Mrs. William J. Sherriff, daughter mcon in England. On their return,
to his farm in Cushing for the sum Car. code books provide keys for all
rive home. There will be no
Kmves Miarpcued ” r'rompt ^e'rJu-e. Rea^ Louise, and nephew Richard Sandi- they will llveatHoldenGreen.Cammer.
charge.
Mrs. Elise Allen Corner has re- «8 Maliks" Rockhind11 t”F>'791RE 78° i son ol Wollaston> Mass., are guests of bridge, being at home after the first j

.--T
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1 MISCELLANEOUS * t0 Tcnant's

Sources of Dyes Long

Known Only to Indians

The Indians of Central America
may he stolid nnd uncannily quiet,
but they will never he accused of
being colorless. Almost everything
they wear and practically every
thing they make is ns colorful as
a tropical garden.
AU Central American Indians love
color. Their handwoven rugs nnd
blankets, their hand-wrought pot
tery nnd baskets fairly Hash with
brilliant reds, nnd purples, and yel
lows. Moreover, these ure colors
that the sun will not fade, nor the
rains make dim, for the dyes—to
all Intents nnd purposes—are ever
lasting. These dyes have long been
the pride of the Indians' heart.
For centuries the* sources from
which they were obtained and the
formulae used In their preparation
were carefully guarded secrets.
The source of one particularly
gorgeous purple dye was sought
by outsider, for years, and flnully
discovered to be a fish living ln
Central American lagoons.
Insects, also, produced beautiful
dyes. Up until the time that cheap
chemical dyes were put on the mar
ket the growing of cochineal Insects
was nil Important Industry nnd a
tremendous business was done la
cochineal dyes.
Cochineal Insects feed by the
thousands on the leaves of the no
pal, a form of cactus.
Andorra Self Governed

but Not Real Republic

Andorra Is not exactly a republic
because it Is compelled to pay an
nual dues to the government of
France nnd the Spanish hlsliop of
Crgel. The little country is an r.utononious, semi-independent stale.
It consists of six parishes In the
diocese of the Spanish bishop of
Urgel. It Is in the valleys of thc
eastern Pyrenees between France
nnd Spain. Within Its 191 square
miles of territory, 5,000 people live,
one-fifth of them ln the capital city,
Andorra. The altitude of the coun
try varies from about 6,000 feet to
about IO.Oiki fot. The chief occu
pation Is the cultivation of tobacco.
The story is told that Charle
magne rewarded the country for Its
help (taring his campnlgns against
the Moors by declaring it independ
ent. In those days, similar Inde
pendence wus enjoyed by a number
of groups in the Pyrenees.
Andorra is self-governed. Fr-' e
nnd the Spanish bishop appoint two
civil judges to work together. Cat
alan is the language spoken. French
nnd Spanish currency are both in
tise. French lnliuence dominates
the state.

In Everybody’s Column

FOR SALE

Advertisements In this column not to
I exceed three tines Inserted once for 25
cents, three times tor 50 cents Addi
tional lines live cents each for one time.
FORD truck with hoist, large water
10 cents for three times. Six words tank, hard wood table, large Ice box
make a line.
for sale. C. E. GROTTON, 138 Camden
St______
____________ 78*80

• LOST AND FOUND J

HAY RACK ln good condition, $C C.
A. THURSTON. Rockville.
79-81
NEW de luxe sedan, and second-hand
Bulck ln good shape. Come and see.
71 TILLSON AtfE
78*83

CANARY lost Friday afternoon, yel
FOUR HORSES for sale, good new
low and green with band oil one leg
milch cow. WILLIAM DONOHUE. Head74 OLD COUNTY ROAD Tel. 553-Y
78-80 of-the-Bay. Tel 527-M.
79-81
STEEL-HANDLE pocket knife lost.
BUFF ORPINGTON chicks for sale.
Name Neumper & Diamond on handle. 15 for 81.20. Add 50c for parcel post and
Reward at COURIER-GAZETTE office. shipping box to all mall orders for less
78*80 than 100 STOVER FEED MFG. CO . on
track at 86 Park 8t. Rockland. Just be
low Armour's. Tel. 1200.
79-81
WHEN you are planning io sell your
chickens and fowl, call PETER ED
WARDS Tel. 806-J.. Rockland
78-tf
FITTED hard wood and Junks, per
8I*-*******-*-* —
cord $8: fitted soft wood. 86. T. J. CARFARM HORSE wanted at about 1400 ROLL. Tel. 263-21.
78-tf
lbs. Price must be reasonable. WAL
LACE
E
SPEAR.
Waldoboro. Me.
R F D 1.________________________78*80
ROOMERS wanted, with or without
board, ln private family
MRS E C.
ORANT. 184 South Main St. Tel. 526-M
HO-tf
I WANT to buy (I am an American) a
AT Southend, furnished
------------ tenement
------------- ot
__
farm or land with or without buildings, five rooms to let. with screened-lnconvenlent to Rockland or Camden porch, good view of harbor. MRS.
Send description and price In first let- PEARLEY MILLER Tel 802-J.
78*60
ter
BOX R. Courier-Gazette office
FOUR Iurnlshed roomg
bath tQ
________________________ _
let
Apply MRS W 8. KENNISTON.
78-tf
POSITION wanted
by experienced 176 Main St. Tel. 874-W.
chauffeur. References. HERMAN SIM

Rft*R2
EIGHT ROOM house, all modern, to
MONS. 11 Knowlton St.
let. on Granite St.. Just off Main.
POSITION as chef or order cook want Reasonable rent, available at once. J.
ed
Best cf references. H. T. PERRY. A KARI, CO. Phone 745-W
79-81
Grace 8:.. City.
Hf
SIX ROOM house, all modern, to let
at 22 Oak St.; furnished apartment,
Orient St., all modern; furnished apart
CAMDEN
ment. 556 Main St., upstairs. Inquire
ALBERT PETERSON, at Fuller-CobbDavla,
74-tf
Oranna Tibbetts, 80, widow of Eli
FURNISHED house to let ln Rockland.
Tibbetts, died Tuesday night at seven rooms and garage Pleasant loca-

;

WANTED

;

:

to let

;

Community Hospital, where she had
‘‘ddrP8s p Vso
been a patient for several weeks.
half a double house to' let at S3
She leaves a sister Miss Deborah
t.55i-wUlr<‘ ° “ HARRI.N°Ogier and brother Samuel Ogier.
22 Cteacent at. .even room hou'^
Jr., both of Camden. The funeral hush toilet, electricity, rent 814 month.
will be held Thursday at 2 o'clock
------- ~
, ,
FIVE ROOM tenement to let Ground
from the residence of her sister on floor au modem 9 Suffolk st. m m
Mechanic street. Rev. Albert E. Luce 9gIFFIN- » Ocean 8t.
68-tf
TENEMENT at 80 Pleasant St. to let,
officiating, and interment will be in vacant June 5. Bath, sun porch, garage.
TEL. 958-J.
78-tf
Camden.
HALF house to let at 17 Warren St.
Mrs. J. C. Fish spent the weekend seven pleasant rooms; also two garages
wiith her cousin, Mrs. Ada Mors? inquire 12 WARREN ST__________ 78-tf
LAWN ROLLER to let at very low rat*.
Groce, at her summer home in War Called
for and delivered. Heavy water
ballast
roller Phone 791. CRIE HARD
ren.
WARE CO. 408 Main St.
78-tf
Lucius Leach was taken to Com
munity Hospital Tuesday.
A recent family reunion was held
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Adin *
L. Hopkins on Bay View street with
_ __ _
——•——
. . . .
.
,
THREE small places for sale, suitable
the following present besides host for henneries. 3 to 15 acres 8750 to
V. F. STUDLEY. 283 Main St.
and hostess: Mr. and Mrs. G. C. 8850.
Tel. 1080
78-tf
1 Hopkins. Camden; Mr. and Mrs.
1200 TOTAL PRICE FOR Atlantic
Samuel Wiley. Boston; Mr. and Mrs. Highway home Four room cottage
dwelling, pump In kitchen sink, one acre
Carl Hopkins. Montpelier, Vt.; Mr. land Right on highway. Bargain If
ever
was one. DICKEY AGENCY.
and Mrs. Ray Hopkins, Fredricks- there
BGias*'
Maine
80-85
burg. Va. ar.d four grandchildren.
t400
price h acre farmDinner was served at noon and the six room dwelling in good condition,
remainder of the day passed socially. dweiiin»’l3j4oon'('a-!"g.ake.r'n|t "dickey
Man'« Small Want*
Miss Margaret Bartlett of Omaha. AOENCY Belfast. Maine___________ 80-85
"Man wants but little here be
low." In a very real sense this Nib., is the guest of her sister Miss include- Rfw?^l»«,Or siSl^'chiSi’ens^'S
declaration of the poet is true. Ev
young turkeys, all hay and straw ln
barn. 15 000 shingles. 3000 ft boards.
ery literary worker nnd ever}- schol M. E. Bartlett.
Mrs.
Fred
Hansen.
Miss
Eleanor
ab°ut nl»e cords fitted wood, l'i acres
ar tries to hnve a library close nt
oats, one acre corn, one acre potatoes.
hand. He gathers many books, Hansen and Miss Marion Hansen other garden crops, all growing good
three apple orchards, loo acres nice
which seem to him to he virtually spent the Fourth in Portland.
fields. 75 acres woods and pastures; oneIndispensable to the prosecution of
Mr. and Mrs. David Crockett. Jr J 2h0";
his professional work. And yet
Talbot, Miss Elizabeth Grif- tance from Belfast; four miles from
the mainstay of such students con Joseph
_
...
...
T, j
Monroe village; barn 45x90 ft.: double
sists of n few books. When we fin and Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Thomas plastered, two story dwelling; new
come to sift our wants, we find that have returned from a motor trip to o^rrmvU,“e: f!eveL
wel1
w»ter.
owner must
Owner
miier sell.
o-n
Sacrifices everything
____ ____ „
they center on very few things. i Boston, where they enjoyed th? (or 81200 cash preferred but would tike
8800 down and balance on easy terms.
Our discontent and unsatisfaction Bravcs-Giant baseball game
on This Is the best farm buy we know of
come largely from our imagination.
at the present time. Come and look lt
Tuesday.
We imagine that w«) have many ob
over before it's too late as this one
Mrs.
Schuyler
Day
is
in
New
York
won't last long, the dickey agency.
stacles and difficulties which have
... Belfast. Maine
80-A-,
no existence in reality. Could we city, called thcre by the iLness of
_
realize how little we absolutely her husband. She will return this
»n
need, and do, in fact, voluntarily week accompanied by Mr. Day who
get ulong with, we should save
ourselves a vast amount of harmful will spend the remainder of the sea
son at their cottage on Bay View
worry.—Exchange.
TWO ROOM camp to let at Hosmer
street.
Pond. 18 per week. 125 per month. $40
Mr. and Mrs. Joshua Chase of Or- for the season. EDWIN
________
A. DEAN, RockWrong Idea*
78*83
lando. Ma, hav? arrived at their lapd Highlands, Tel. 871-J
A lot of our common Ideas are
CRESCENT BEACH cottage on w’ater
summer
home
on
Melvin
Heights.
front, four rooms, open fireplace, modwrong. It Is quite true that Iron Is
The firemen were called to the ern Improvements. To rent bv week
really white, and only turns black
residence
of
J.
Moody
on
High
street
Prlce "«°“a*»e inquire
on exposure to the air.
In the same way, gold doesn't Wednesday morning for a chimnej': SUMMER camp at Spruce Head to let
furnished
E V. SHEA. South Thomglitter till It's polished; diamonds fire.
astoil. Tel. 354-11.___________
7g.gi
have no sparkle until they have
W. P. Kelley of Rockland, salesMODERN COTTAGE at Cooper’s Beach
been cut; and opals when first
man for the Brown. Durrell Com- l° ***• month of July. Reasonable rate.
found in their natural clay setting
.1.
cs
Apply Mrs A w HAJJSCOM, phone
are so soft that they can be picked pany, has bought the George W. 1177-w or mrs Fannie ryder 79-81
Achorn dry goods store, Main street , FURNISHED apartment to let two
with the fingernail.
_
,,
rooms and private bath. 192 LIMEPOCK
But one of the Commonest fal Mrs. Ernest Thompson will contlnu? , st. Tel 600 or 211-M
7Atf
lacies of this sort Is to describe the as manager and Mrs. Olive Young
heated apartments.~rii modern, four
pig as a dirty animal. In their nat as clerk. Later in the season Mr. ’
w*^er co. CTe*LD6E34 * “nJtf
ural mode of life pigs are very
Kelley
will
occupy
the
residence
of
furnished
heated apartment toTeT
clean, finding food by rummaging
Inquire 14 MASONIC ST.
78-tf
In woodland. But their feet are so the late Mrs. Achorn on Main street________________________________
Adrian Kelleher, pharmacist at the
———_
formed for digging that when they
D. C.. and
are kept in a confined space they Camden Drug Co., has been nomi- Hved JrOm
ine-Miles-From-a-Yeastcut up the earth and churn it Into nated by the Maine Pharmaceutical1 opf'n<
Cake on the Belfast road.
mud.—Exchange.
Association as q. member of the
July 9 the Auxiliary to the Sons of
Woodpeckers of Different
Board of Pharmacy examiners for
Union Veterans and the Camp, will
Kinds; Never Abundant the State of Maine.
The* residence of Roy Carver on spend the day at Mrs. Alice Ken
The red-bellied woodpecker, some
John
street was badly damaged by nedy's camp. Journey's End, at Cole
times called the ladder-backed
woodpecker or the zebra bird, is not fire about 9 o'clock Tuesday eve man Pond.
a migrant Like the common downy ning. The fire originated around
Next Monday evening at 8 there will
and hairy woodpeckers he stays the chimney and thc upper part of be a lecture on Christian Science at
with us nil the year. But he is the house was quite destroyed j the church edifice on Central street,
abundant at no season, and he fre
quents the remoter woods. He is Nearly all of the hous|hold furni-1 by John Randall Dunn, C S B., of Bos! ton. The public Is cordially Invited.
seen probably more frequently tn ture was saved. Small insurance.
winter than In summer, because the
Urbane Chandler is assisting Miss j The Auxiliary to the Sons of Union
trees are leafless. Most of my rec Maude M. Thorndike at the Western Veterans will hold the annual fair at
ords, says a writer In the Cleveland Union office during the summer.
the Grange hall Friday. The lair
Plain Dealer, of tills strikingly
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Gill of Boston commences at 2 o'clock and ln the
handsome bird have been made In
are at Carmonwill, Lake Megunti evening there will be a dance with
the winter months.
Joseph Bagley in charge. The fol
All giur woodpei ’• -rs have red cook.
Kennedy Shibles of Penacook, N lowing will be in charge of the booths:
feathers on their I ids, even the
likable plebeian dou ides. The red- H., is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. Food, Nellie Barnes, Rose Smith;
bellied woodpecker I is a red head, Kennedy.
s. aprons. Lettie Bagley; fancy articles
and so strikingly red l .it lie Is well
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Johnson and from 25 cents to $1, Flora Stockwell;
named the re<l-head. d woodpecker.
This bird Is a migrant. He does daughters of Melrose, Mass., arc fancy articles from five cents to 25
not really belong here In the winter, Spending a few weeks at Lake Me cents, Lucia Hopkins, Emily Bridges;
candy. Gladys Coose. Margaret Rob
but like the mendowlark and the gunticook.
robin nnd tiie bluebird and severnl
Fred Dean has opened a pool room bins; rummage, Olive Marshall, Eliza
other common birds lie sometimes in connection with his confectionery beth Ordway; grab, Rena Marshall,
stays with us. Numbers of red store on Washington street.
Jessie Josselyn; luncheon, Florence
headed woodpeckers nre frequently
Mrs. Clara Thorndike has vacated Carr, Harriet Marshall, Katherine
seen in Ohio in winter.
But when friendly strangers In her apartment in the Huse block ana j Glaentzel; flowers, Lillian Lincoln.
form me that they have seen a “red moved to Damariscotta where she will j-----------------headed" woodpecker I am inclined make her future home.
SOUTH WALDOBORO
to be a little dubious. It might
Walter Simonton arrived on the
have been n ti-ue red head, blit then boat Saturday morning from Mel
There will be a service at the Bap
again it might have been some other rose, Mass, to spend a few days ln
tist Church Sunday at 7.30 stand
species with red feathers on Its Camden.
ard. Brainerd Thurston of Rockville
head.
The Louis Penningtons have ar- the speaker.

REAL ESTATE

I Summer Cottages ♦

OCl ETY.
In addition to personal notes regardMrs. Herbert Prescott of Thomlng departures and arrivals, this depart.
,,
, , .
,
ment especially desires Information of aston
recently entertained most
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc charmingly at dinner at the SpauldNotes sent by mall or telephone will be
gladly received.
ing cottage. Holiday Beach, her
telephone ............................... 770 or 794 gUests being Miss Alice Hall. Mrs.

and Mrs. Basil H. Stinson,
Mr. and Mrs. Standish Perry gave
Helen McIntoshand Mrs.! a jolly treasure hunt Saturday eve- I
Clark
motoredto Poland 1 ning at Megunticook Lake, with 20
and Naples Sunday.
1 guests in attendance, among them
---------' Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Berry and
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar L. Perry and jjr. and j^rs. F. A. Tirrell, Jr., of
children , Malcolm and Janice of Rockland. Marcus Chandler was |
Portland are spending the week in winner of the „chest o{ gold...
this city with relatives.
(
_____
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Johnson
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Gregory of | and SQn Robert and Mr ftnd M„
Qlencove, have as guests their Paul Simmons of Friendship have
daughter, Mrs. Granville Shibles and returned from a motor trip to the
daughter, Betty Jean, of Westbrook. White Mountains and the Connecti
Col.
Miss
Azora
Spring

Charles Smith, Mrs. Weston Young,
Hon and Mrs. Ernest L. McLean
Mrs. Chester Vose, Mrs. Donald
cut River valley, Vermont.
and Miss Angela McLean of Augusta
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Foster of Mil
Whitney and son E»ck, and Mis.
were guests Sunday of Dr. and Mrs.
ford,
N.
H.,
are
occupying
the
cot

Alonzo Spaulding. Roses and other
Mr. and Mrs. Orrin F. Smitfl
R. W. Bickford.
summer flowers formed the decora tage of Mrs. Clara Johnson at Cres spent the weekend and holiday with
cent Beach for the season.
Mrs. A. U. Patterson, Vinalhaven.
Mrs. Alice Hamilton of Mountain tive scheme.
read has as guests her sister, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Murray Eaton at The
Mrs. Julia Huntley is very ill at
Mrs. C. E. Rollins was hostess to
Sanderson, and granddaughter, Miss
Highlands had as dinner guests for the E.F.A. Club at dinner and bridge
her home on Grace street.
Hope Billard of Weymouth, Mass. At
the Fourth Mr. and Mrs. Otto C. yesterday at her cottage at Holiday
a recent party given in their honor j jjiss Glenna Rankin is at Camp Diesler.
Beach.
•
the guests were Emery Bates and Huckins> 0^^ Bays, N. H., for
Mrs. Edna Hill of Warren. Misses thg month of July
Harris Stackpole Shaw of Boston ' Miss Martha Wasgatti dtetltian at
Dorothy and Barbara Benner, and I
_____
is spending a few days with his par- lbe New York Orthopedic Hospital at
Mrs. Hamilton's grandson Lester ' Mr. and Mrs. Earl Storer and four ents, Mr. and Mrs, btnry SnaW. white Plains, N. Y., is vacationing
Bates.
children, who are summering in Thomaston.
with <,0^ members of her family at
------Warren at the home of E. H. Storer,
their cottage at Crawford Lake unMr. and Mrs. S T. Constantine,
Mr. and Mrs. George Aldrich of , wcre guests over the holiday of Mr.
til July 17.
Rochester, N. Y„ arrived y esterdayi and Mrs j w Tracy, southwest Misses Margaret Simmons and
to occupy the "big camp" at Treas- | Harbor
Helen deRochemont and Mrs. J.
Among the distinguished visitors
ure Point Farm, for three weeks.
_____
Walter Strout of Thomaston, mo to this section of the Maine coast
Rev. and Mrs. George H. Welch tored to Lakewood Saturday.
the past week were Mr. and Mrs
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Rising had and children Jane and Paul are at
Robert Skinner, who have been
as their guests at Cooper's Beach their farm in Bradford, Vt., for the
Mr. and Mrs. Elbridge Pitcher of J
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Arvine Wales
over the weekend their son Elmer. summer.
| Auburn, who have many friends in 1
at their summer place at Saturday
Miss Betty Mercer, Miss Barbara
Rockland and vicinity, are at their
1 Cove. Mr. Skinner has Just been |
Gray and Dr. Gerald Bredbury of
Miss Janet R. Nevin of Washing cottage, at The Battery, Belfast, for |
appointed ambassador to Turkey )
Reading. Mass.
ton, D. C., is visaing her aunt Mrs. the summer.
____
1 by President Roosevelt. His last
Elbert Rappleye at Ingraham Hill.
Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Spaulding appointment was minister to the j
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Wight of have leased their cottage at Holiday i Baltic States at Riga, and he was j
SUMMER VISITORS
Boston were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Beach to Waterville parties for a consul general at London during the , |
Occasionally one hears the re i Fred W. Wight over the weekend and week.
1warmark: “I did not see anything in
holiday.
Courier-Gazette about my
John Knowlton has returned from |
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Patterson of
guests." A little reflection will |
Miss Cora E. Perry of Malden, is Messina, N. Y., were guests Satur three weeks' trip in Massachusetts I
show the impossibility of ob
taining the names of all summer
at the home of Mrs. Mary Burkett, day of Mr. and Mrs. Orrin F. Smith. ant^ Rhode Island,
____
11
visitors who come to Rockland
on their way to Vinalhaven where I
in July and August. The paper j 75 Broad street, for the summer.
Mrs.
Clara
McLeod
of
Dorchester.
—
Mrs. Patterson will spend the sum-1
desires to note such arrivals (the
Mass., is the guest of Mrs. W S Fol- .
Miss Katherine Veazie is taking a mer.
guests themselves look for lt),
I
lansbee.
and to this end asks its readers j rix weeks' course at Farmington
to send in such items, either di
Normal School.
Mr. and Mrs. T. L. Holland of
rectly to the office, or to the
Miss Hcpe Leonard of Hopedale.
-------I
Brookline.
Mass, were guests of Mr
society reporter, Mrs. Gladys
Mass., Miss Florenne Birmingham I
Mrs.
Elton
Merrifield
and
sons
j
and
j^rs.
d
yd
.
2
Vining
at
Crescent
Morgan, whose telephone num
of Milford, Miss Catherine Fair of 1
ber is 794 Social events as well
William and Richard have returned Beach over the holiday.
j Framingham and Miss Florence |
as arrivals and departures arc I to Kezar Falls after spending a few 1
_____
desired.
weeks with Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge B. ' Mrs Frederick Randlett (Rose Turner of Boston, are at “Lone 1
I Clark, Broadway. They motored j Merrifield) and sons Frank and Eagle," the Ash Point cottage of Dr. I
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Kalloch and 1 back with Mr. Merrifield and Miss Richard, and Miss Gladys Seusert ! and Mrs. Harry Richards. Miss j |
i Leonard is Mrs. Richards’ niece.
two children from Auburn, Mass., are I Christine Davis who were weekend : o{
Milton, Mass., are guests of
staying at Cooper's Beach for three , guests of Mr. and Mrs. Clark.
|
and Mrs. Alden G. Merrifield. [
Miss Margaret Hellier goes Satur- j
weeks.
-------Thomaston, for several weeks. Mr.;
,
Mr.
and
Mrs
Alfred
M.
Strout
I
7
G
r
.
with
tiwm
day
tO atUnd
wedding
of a I|
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Moody had as were guests of Mr. and Mrs Lyle return,ng homc after the hollday. ' Wheaton
College the
friend.
Mlss_C«4h-

guests July Fourth Mr. and Mrs. F.
Dinsmore and son Ralph, Mr and
Mrs. C. L. Dinsmore and son Carroll
of, Waldoboro. Mr. and Mrs. William
H. Cruser and daughter Doris formerly of Los Angeles, Calif., now of
Kennebunk, and Miss Barbara Phillips of Kennebunk.
_____
Miss Thelma Freeman is at Spruce
Head, guc^t of Mrs. Clifford Elwell,

erine Hallowell, to Donald Prince,
which takes place at high noon at |
Dr. Frank Magune and family of the Bowdoin College chapel.
Worcester, Mass, are at Crescent
Beach for the summer.
of Swampscott. Mass., and Mra Wil- .................... . --------|_anU
^“.7 11

Torrey in Waltham. Mass., for thc J
weekend and holiday.

GRAND OPENING

KENT’S SERVICE CENTER
SATURDAY, JULY 8
Our Business Has Made It Necessary That We Have Larger Quarters
On Saturday, July 8, we will open the doors of the Largest One-Stop Twenty-four Hour
Service Station to be found in Eastern Maine, featuring both Wholesale and Retail Depart
ments. Every branch of our service center will be in the hands of trained men, who can
give you the benefit of years of experience, thus eliminating all experimental cost.

At our pumps you will find for your comfort ESSO and ESSOLENE GAS, also ESSOLUBE
HYDROFINED MOTOR OIL. The first and only five star motor oil.

Are You One of the Lucky Ones That W ill Get a Free Wash Job On Your Car?
Visit Our Opening and We Will Tell You More About Free Washing
We believe that the service we render our customers is of the utmost importance to them in
these days of readjustment and is of serious need to those who should meet and keep abreast
of every phase of improving conditions.

With the confidence of past success we now offer you a complete service center

You are invited to visit us for the purpose of inspection at your convenience

KENT’S SERVICE CENTER
583
PHONE 1259

I

MAIN STREET 585
ROCKLAND, MAINE

*

On our Opening Day you will be given Absolutely Free with our compliments, a full size bottle of that delicious
whole milk drink Dae-Re-O, made of ice cold pasteurized milk, fresh from Roundtop farms, at Damariscotta.

...I for a summer course in music at ’ turned Tuesday to Hamilton, On
came here for the funeral of Mrs Columbja University.
turned me y
(
i tarlo.
Grady have returned. They were
Mrs. John Kelley and Mrs. Gilman
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene HarManuel Bernard of New York who | Mrs. J. H. Boynton arrived from
Ramsdell entertained at their camps
rington while in the city.
is at Camp Wapello, Friendship, as ■ Lexington, Mass. Sunday to spend ;
at Holida.v Beach over the Fourth. ,
music
counselor for the summer, was the summer at her cottage at Cres- j
Mrs. Richard Snow of Worcester.
Mr. and Mrs. John Farber of New
The guests were Mr. and Mrs. Frank :
’ cent Beach.
arrived yesterday for a visit of two Ybrk spent the weekend and holiday in the city Monday.
Robinson, Mr. and Mrs. Lester Robin
weeks with Commander and Mrs. with Mrs. Farber's mother, Mrs
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Rogers have
Mrs. Dora Rhoades who has beer.} son, Mr. and Mrs. Earle Littlefield
C. F Snow at Treasure Point Farm, Carrie Burpee Shaw, at Cooper's
i returned from a visit of several days J visiting Mr. and Mrs. Frank Greg- and daughter Myrtle, and Mrs Elene
St. George.
Beach. Mrs. Farber is remaining for
j with Mr. and Mrs. Leslie A. Wilson, ‘ ory. North Main street, returned to Seetoo ot Brockton, Mass.. Mr. and
the summer.
Criehaven.
’ her home in Lynn, Mass., Wednes- Mrs. Walter Robinson, Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Ida Cushing, who has been
------i day. Many social activities were Lincoln Robinson and sons Lincoln,
guest of Mrs. Edna Cushing, Talbot
Mr. and Mrs. James Doherty,
Mrs. S. Waldo Adams (Theresc | h.,ld in her honor, not oniy here but j Russell and Donald of Auburn.
avenue, has retusned to Boston.
Columbia avenue, have as guests Mr. White) and daughter of Dubuque | in warren and Camden.
j and Mrs. Carl Holt and daughters, Iowa, are guests of Mr. and Mrs I
Mrs. Sarah Thomas of Dorchester,
_____
Mrs. Lester Greenlaw and Mrs.
Betty Lou and Hettle Leah, of William T. White at their summer I Miss Dorothy Dondero and friend I Mass., is in this city, guest of Mrs.
Maynard Greenlaw of North Haven
Springfield, Ohio, for the month of home, Spring Hill Farm, Lake ave- ’ Miss Dorothy Harlow of Rockland Jessie Packard.
are in the city.
July.
nue.
1 Mass., are spending the summer va-|
------I ation with Miss Dondero's aunt and
Leavritt G. Knowlton of Attleboro,
Smith Carnes of Milford, N. H., is
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Bernard of , uncle, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Horrocks, Mass , was holiday guest of his sister,
visiting his daughter, Mrs. George A. Ml£S E!eanor Snow' librarlan at
Judkins, Columbia avenue. Miss White Plalns' N' Y" 15
of her Portland were holiday guests of Mr. North Main street.
Mrs. Riah Knight, and of his son,
i
------Nellie Lowell was also the guest of I pa:'ont3' Oonunandek and Mrt. C. and Mrs. C. Alton Palmer.
Clarence M. Knowlton.
------j Miss Lorea Adams and Miss j
her grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. Jud- F Snow' Treasure Point Farm, until
Mrs.
Alice
Linekin
of
St.
PetersCatherine Carpenter of Providence !
kins for the holiday.
^uly 1^'
Mr and Mrs Eugene E. Stoddard
burg. Fla., Is visiting Mrs. Alan L. are spending their vacations at the
announce the engagement of thetr
Miss Jane Smith of Boston is Bird and other sisters in this city capt. Lou Crockett cottage. Ash
Mr. and Mrs. P. P. Bicknell and
daughter, Ervilla A , to William E.
Point.
sons Billy and David returned from spending the summer with her sister, and Thojnaston.
Parker of Easthampton, Mass. Miss
Boston and Brockton Thursday. Mrs. A. R. Bachelder.
Miss Marian Webb has returned ‘ Capt. Herbert A. Philbrook who is! Stoddard Is a graduate of Everett
They were accompanied by Miss
'Mass.) High School and of Uni
Mrs. Bertha French entertained at to Boston after spending the week- j convalescing from an illness of three
Edith Bicknell, who has been visiting
versity of New Hampshire '28. where
end
and
holiday
with
friends
in
>
weeks
is
able
to
be
out
for
a
few
hours
a family dinner the Fourth at her
in Concord.
she majored in mathematics, which
each day.
cottage, Birch Villa, HoSmer Pond. Rockland and vicinity.
she taught with marked success in the
Ernest Dodge of Attleboro, Mass., The birthdays of Mr. and Mrs. R.
Mr. and Mrs. Standish Glover of
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph P. Conant left high schools of Middlebury, Vt., and
was in this city Sunday to attend the E. Philbrick were observed.
Nagautauk, Conn., are guests of Mr. yesterday for a vacation trip through Easthampton. Mr. Parker, the son
luneral of his brother, Arthur Dodge.
of Mrs Edgar Parker of Hartford,
Marian Ludwick entertained at Glover's mother Mrs. Lucy Glover, the White Mountans.
Conn.,
is a graduate of Boston Uni
for
two
weeks.
Mrs. James Balloch and James Jr., bridge Saturday afternoon to cele
Miss Ellen Daly, superintendent of versity Law School "22, and main
with Buddy Bastion and Miss Mar brate her 12th birthday. IJer guests
Mrs. Wilbur F. Scnter, Jr., and Knox Hospital, la enjoying a vaca tains offices in the practice of law
garet Swasso of Manchester, N. H„ were Madeline Philbrick, Barbara
son Richard have returned from a tion at her former home in Boston.
in Easthampton and Northampton.
are visiting Mrs. Mary Orbeton, Derry, Ruth Thomas, Dorothy Sher
visit of several days with relatives in
The marriage will be a late summer
North Main street.
man, Ruth Rhodes, Ethel Hayes and
Mrs. George L. True, Jr„ of Malden, affair.
Brunswick.
Marian Vinal
Refreshments in
Mass., is the guest of her parents, Mr.
Browne Club is to have a picnic cluded birthday cake.
Mrs. Leo Brault has returned and Mrs E. C Moran, at Ingraham
tomorrow night at the Ash Point
MICKIE SAYSfrom West Hartford, Conn., where Hill.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Allen of Bos
cottage of Mrs. Crosby F. French.
she went to attend the Jones-Whip
Take basket lunch and coffee. Miss ton are at Rockledge Inn, Spruce ple wedding June 28.
The condition of Mrs. Florence McADVERriSItKr IS LIKE FARMIU3,
Katherine Keating is chairman, and Head, for the summer.
Conchlc, who has been at Knox Hos
FOR VOU SOW THE SEEP AkIO
has charge of transportation, as
James Ross and family of Boston pital since being Injured by her auto
reap-rxe eao?< AMO MO
Mr. and Mrs. H. O. Gurdy had as
MATTER. HOW OFTEkl “THS
sisted by Mrs. Otto Diesler and Mrs.
have been spending the past week in mobile, remains unchanged.
guests for the holiday Mr. and Mrs.
FARMER. HAS CULTIVATEO
Bert Gregory.
Rockland and vicinity.
the field, if he quits for
Hioyt Ingraham of Bucksport and
Miss Pearl Carpenter, Miss Eliza
ASIkKilE VEAR, THE WEEDS
Albert Richardson sailed Saturday beth O'Connell, Miss Ardelle Skin
Miss Elizabeth Creighton enter Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Ingraham of
ARE AU. OVER THE PLACE *
from Boston for his home In Ealing. ner and Charles Carpenter and child
AUO IP -THE MERCHAUT
tained at cards Saturday afternodn Bangor.
QUITS ADVERnSlklS HIS
England, on the Cunard liner Fran Peter of Providence, spent a delight
honoring Miss Alice McKenna of
Miss Helen D. Perry went Tues
euSIUESS, IT LIKEWISE
conia. the boat making a special ful Fourth at Ash Point as guests
Taunton, Mass., who has been her
day to North Conway, N. H„ to be
sailing
for
the
convenience
of
over

of
Miss
Lorea
Adams
and
Miss
house guest for two weeks. There
director of French at Camp Forest.
seas Rotarlans returning home from Catherine Carpenter. The ladles
were four tables, Miss Helen F.
Acres for the summer.
the International convention in started on their return trip imme
Forney of Lancaster, Pa., and Miss
j May Gould of Boston and ThomasThe 81st birthday of Mrs. Eda Og- Boston. There was a group of 50 diately after lunch, but Mr. Carpen
I ton, winning contract honors, and ton and the 18th birthday, of her Rotarlans and their wives, among ter and Peter remain for a longer
Miss Joan Moulaison of Rockland granddaughter, Miss Maryon Kel them Hugh Galloway of Newcastle- visit, hoping that ln this Maine air
| the Michigan award.
Beautiful ler, falling on the Fourth, were ob on-Tyne, England, president of Ro and sunshine Pete fully recovers
peonies from the gardens of Mrs. served in a happy manner. There tary International for Great Britain from his bee sting and improves
Charles A. Creighton were featured were several callers, two birthday and Ireland, with Mrs. Galloway; rapidly. Mr. a*nd Mrs. Frank Greg
i as room decorations. Other guests cakes—one presented by Mrs. Oxton’s W. W Blair Fish of London, organ ory, Mrs. Herbert O. Rhoades and
■ were Miss Katherine Creighton, Mrs. daughter, Mrs. Grace Keller, and izing secretary of the same organi Percy, Mrs. Nellie H. Hall and
'll Albert Elliot, Miss Barbara Elliot, thc other by hcr sister, Mrs. R. L. zation; Mr. and Mrs. Peder A. Robert Hall also enjoyed the hos
Miss Marjorie Mills, Miss Jane Jones, Ice cream from Mrs. Luda Kruuse, governor of the 75th district, pitality of Misses Adams and Car
Miller, Miss Mildred Demmotls of Mitchell, flowers, and many other Denmark; H. W. Bryant, honorary penter that day. A delicious shore
commissioner, who came all the way dinner, Mrs. Gregory’s famous
Thomaston, Miss Mary Bird, Mrs. remembrances.
from Bombay, India, to attend the “eats," "peppy” sandwiches, swim
Joseph Doyle, Miss Ruth Lawrence,
Large chicks, 15 for $1. Stover’s convention, and many others of ming and stunts made the time
Miss Alice Hellier, Miss Rose O'Neil
pass too quickly.
note.
knd Miss Eleanor Bird of Rcckland. Feed Mfg. Co., Rockland.
79-31
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Every-Other-Day

I View being well filled last Saturday Mrs Malcolm Humphrey the past two
weeks, returned Friday.
night.
Mrs. George Hall and granddaugh
The autos of Antonio Delmonico of
Thc farmers here are all busy cut
Rockland and C. A. Fowler, a summer ting hay. The crop is lighter than ters Lucille and Vllmar Colson ol
Camden were guests Sunday of Mrs.
guest at the Hooper cottage, Camden, that of last year.
C E. Gregory.
came together Sunday at about 7.30 j
Friends are p'eased to know that
Daniel Ludwig of Hope'was a week
p. m. near the residence of Charles
Mrs. Fred Collamore Is Improving in
end guest of his daughter Mrs. Everett
A Studley. Mr. Fowler was passing
health.
Humphrey.
the Delmonico ear when the rear mud- ,
Ralph Nutt has been confined to
Albert Orff and family of Friend
guards came in contact and swerved
ship were guests Sunday of Mrs.
the Fowler car Into the ditch, tearing thc house for a few days.
Norman Crockett was a visitor at Charles A Studley.
up the ground for a short distance.
Th? Dr, Joseph Hoey family of New
Mr. Fowler was somewhat injured but the neighborhood meeting of Oranges
was able to see that his car was at Lincolnville Center Saturday night Jersey are occupying the Gregory cot
Mrs. Ella Bolan of Winterport has tage, as they have for the past few
placed in a safe position and was ta
ken to Camden by C. E. Gregory.! been guest of Miss Dorothy Ea'on. summers.
Miss Kathleen Drake of Rockland
Neither car was damaged to any great j Miss Eaton left Sunday for U. of M.
to attend summer school.
has been spending a week with her
extent.
Ronald Grant of Stillwater has aunt Mrs. Robert S. Gregory
Mr. and Mrs. William Babcock ot
been
visiting his aunt Mrs. Ross Eaton
Pasadena, Calif., and Mrs. Lovell
of Vermont have arrived at the Bab for two weeks.
Hen thieves had better beware, as
cock cottage at Pine Hill Point, and
were dinner guests Friday of Mrs guns are loaded for those who practice
Parcel Delivery
thLs mean vocation. These night
Sarah Lufkin.
Mrs. Guy Ovcrlock of Rockport was time operators failed Saturday at the
Family Washings
farm of Capt. Ross Eaton.
guest of Miss Emily Hall Saturday.
Called l or and Delivered
Bert Maxey and Charles Maxey
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Wlncapaw,
Lewis and Hazel and Mrs. Helen Hall spent Sunday in Orono, and the for
mer's grandson Neal Shibles returned
were ln Bangor lasC week.
Everyone here Is pleased to know with them.
Tel. 106-R
Mrs. John Sawyer of Lowed, Mass,
that our fruit man Mr. Naum is re
covering from his automobile accident who has been visiting her daughter
of last Thursday on Gregory hill.
Ray Newton of this place was one
LAST TIMES TODAY
of Kirk's orchestra party who spent
CAROLE I.O.MRAKI)
six hours on the Fiddler’s Ledge Fri
In
day night.
"SUPERNATURAL"
Mrs. Alton Wlncapaw and family
visited her mother Mrs. Arthur Perry
FRIDAY ONLY
in Warren, Friday.
Penobscot View Grange entertained
TWO BIG ATTRACTIONS
guests from Orand View Grange,
Delightful romr-Jy romance; just right
Northport, last Thursday night.
fur thc whol? family
Mrs. Lola Culver, Mrs Ervie Murch,
JAMES
ROOTS
Mrs. Georgia Small, Mrs. Mary Hall
and Mrs. Helen Hall were in Ells
worth last Thursday and had dinner
EL KKLNDEI.
at Mrs Hall’s old home place.
-IN—
Master Norman Crockett, Herbert

GLENCOVE

Light Trucking

Walter Dorgan

DUNN MALLORY

N. Brazier and C. E. Gregory of Pe
nobscot View Grange attended the
Pomona meeting Friday night at
Orand View, Northport. High Priest
of’Dcmeter Charles M Gardiner of
Springfied, Mass., was present on his
annual vacation tour of the Granges
of Maine, accompanied by State Mas
ter Crawford and other State officials.
Mr. Gardiner gave a lively and help
ful address, which was listened to by
an audience of 200, following a real
Grange supper
Mr. Gardiner Is
editor of the National Grange Month
ly of Springfield, and spends a week
of his vacation each year in Maine'
touring the State with the State mas
ter and speaking before Grangers.
E. B. Hall has a new Pontiac car.
The overnight cabin business is
showing a little Improvement, Sea,

“HANDLE WITH CARE”
ALSO ON THE SAME PROGRAM

SCHMELLING-BAER FIGHT PICTURES
NO ADVANCE IN PRICES

SATURDAY

MEN...
Will your women
stick by you when
you're down and
out?

WOMEN ...
Would you marry
a man without a
Job?

SEE
RICHARD

BARTHELMESS
In
“HEROES FOR SALE’’
Another great First National hit with

ALINE Ma MAHON, LORETTA YOUNG
GORDON WESTCOTT
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tor Otis Believes New Bank

Clicquot Club Ginger Ale

Will Be Opened

Health

4+++++++++++-«"»’++++++’«’+++++++++++++++++++++++’!’+''+'i':''

A detailed report of the recent
meeting of the shareholders of thc
Knox County Trust Company, found
to have been accidentally omitted
from these columns. Is, of course,
now too old for publication, but the
statement made at that time by
Ensign Otis, conservator, will still
be lead with interest by all con
cerned.
Conservator Otis said that amaz
ing progress had already been made
in adjusting the bank affairs, althicugh it might seem slow- to the
patrons. The decision to form a
new bank was arrived at only three
weeks ago, yet a drive had been or
ganized and the necessary number
of shares had been subscribed.
While this was going on Mr. Otis,
as conservator had been making the
contacts for the necessary authori
zation and had prepared all of the
papers ready to be signed and taken
to Augusta as scon as the election
was held. Every share of stock will
have to be actually paid in, and
the bank commissioner will have to
be shown that the new institution
is set up and read}’ to go before it
will be received by the Secretary of
State, It is simply a question now
of how long it will take to collect
the subscriptions to stock, and sup
ply the necessary stationery and
forms,
“The new bank will be one of the
roundest and most liquid institu
tions. you can possibly imagine,'
’aid the conservator. "It will be
jb’.e to pay off more than half of its
deposits, and will have nothing but
assets which have been passed upon
by the commissioner, appraisers and
auditors as 100 per cent good Noth
ing will be taken over that has not
been passed upon as excellent colateral. I don’t want to venture a
prophecy, but we have a good bunch
of workers, and hope to open the
new bank by the middle of July."

By Dr. ERNEST H. LINES
and peanut straws; also on balliEminent Aacthorifv and Chi*/ Medical Directar
Nm
Yadl Lift Insavanc* Campaay
The first flies of both apple fruit buntals and hemps.
fly ana blueberry maggot appeared
"Draw the facade In, bring the
•
what to wear
in the trap at Oeorge Payson's this diningroom upstairs, and the sitting
’
V
’
'01'R
vacation
clothing
ahould not sacrifice comfort and health for style,
past week. Notices were sent to all room downstairs," is a posture sug
A although there is no good reaeon why they cannot be combined to good
men who enrolled in the orchard gestion lifted from current literature
advantage. During the heat of the day, wear clothee that are light in both
spray service and blueberry dust for its timeliness.
weight and color. Cotton ami linen are suggested. Avoid getting chilled
at night, and have a sweater handy
service.
• • • •
for use after vigorous exercise, or in may result in backache and other
Measuring cups with wooden
the evening. Where and how you symptoms remote frjm the feet.
Maynard Kinney of Thomaston has handles for ease in handling hot
B|>end your vacation will largely
Socks and stockings should, of
some fine pullets on range this sum liquids are now available on the mar
determine the kind of clothes to wear. course, be changed and washed often
mer. He also has several hundred ket.
Clothing may get wet from rain during the summer months. Tight
• • • •
pedigreed chicks from his special
or perspiration, and in drying on the garters which cause a ring around
pens.
The following makes a fine finish
body it draws heat from the body the leg just above the knee tend to
• • • •
for working surfaces in the kitchen:
itself. ' Cotton, linen and silk dry cause varicose veins. By blocking
Charles Taylor, Jersey Breeder of Inlaid linoleum cut to fit and glued
more rapidly, and therefore cool the the upward flow of blood with tight
body more quickly than wool. People garters the veins become dilated and
Tenant's Harbor has a very good to the surface. Finish with melted
who take colds easily should cnange later enlarged and unsightly.
piece of alfalfa. He has used 12 ton paraffin brushed on lightly and
Many people go bare-headed much
their
underclothing promptly if it
of lime this year in seeding down, honed with slightly heated iron. A
of the time on their vacation. This
gets wet.
and is planning to do some pasture Coat of Spar varnish put on over gives
practice is quite permissible, except
should fit the bodyimprovement work next spring.
a remarkably smooth, glossy finish
. All. garments
, .....
.
during very hot weather when you
loosely and not be tight anywhere i
i,
, .
1 ,
__
....'.n,. around
___ ,.1 the neck J
‘> ** “l>o*d to the direct rays of
* * * *
i which is not marred by water nor hot
especially
or _.iwaist. m
the sun. Intense heat on the scalp
Robert Bald. Tenants Harbor, will matcrjais an(j j, eaSiiy cleaned.
Suspenders are preferable to belts for may cause eye-strain or even sun
have a caponizing demonstration at
. . . .
men, and women should likewise stroke. A straw hat or other light
his place Saturday forenoon July 8
carry the weight of their clothes on head covering is a good [irecaution.
4-H New*
their shoulders. In many respects, It should fit loosely enough to permit
by County Agent Wentworth.
Fifty-three 4-H Cluhs in Knox and
modem women are more sensible the air to circulate around the scalp.
• • • •
than men in that they are not ao
At this time of year poultrymen Lincoln Counties now have a project
likely to wear tight collars, or bands
should watch closely for house mites enrollment of 580, a gain of 144 over
around the abdomen.
Thit it the tilth nf a eeriet of 12
the
same
date
last
year.
Waldoboro
and body lice in their flocks. For
artidsi on Vaoattoru and Health
Proper footwear is exceedingly
mUes treating the roosts, dropping "Sunny Side Up” club is leading with
The teemth, on ItTeraxe and Hat,
Important if you expect to do much
will antwtr the questions:
boards and nests with either a wood an enrollment of 29 members, while
walking on your vacation. Shoes
preservative or crank case oil. For the "Friendship Sunshine Workers"
should neither pinch the foot at any
1. How long should a person
point, nor be so loose as to cause a
body lice treat birds with blue oint is a close second with 27.
sleep? a. How much exercise ia
blister. Heels should be broad and
ment or put a thin line of Black
advisable? J. When may exer
not too high. High heels throw the
cise be dangerous?
Leaf 40 on the roosts.
Club uniforms have been made by'
weight of the body forward on the
all the members of the "Merry Work- j toes and off proper balance. This
irxwmsbL iuu. ntl L 0.1
Egg producers who wish to have their j ers- and "Tick Tock Toilers" clubs of
eggs handled through a special mar- south Brlstol
Pagf
keting plan sponsored by the Boston ieader of the Tick Tock Toilers also
Bureau of Economics, the State De- has a club uniform. These are the
partment, Augusta and the Extension only two new clubs that have memit 2.45 Saturday afternoon, having
(Continued from Page One)
S'rvlce should get In touch with ^ers all in uniforms, although “SunCounty Agent Wentworth for further
g^- girU have H Q{ {hf n
traveled 176 miles. The Canadian
jou will be disappointed if you stop ustoms office on this route is locat
information regarding shipping and members with uniforms.
there on your way north.
grades
I
....
ed at Armstrong, and the official in
At Moscow, the tow-n adjoining
tharge at the time of our arrival was
Twenty-five
clubs
have
reported
on
,
Bingham, where the Wyman Dam is
The apple report indicates a heavy
nclined to be a bit "snooty.”
bloom of most varieties in New Eng time 12 or more club meetings up to, coated, our speedometer registeied
However we are soon on our way
July first.
108 miles. Tne weather conditions
land. A heavy set of Baldwins is ex
up the Chaudiere Valley, following in
Aina
—
Happy
Homemakers.
were decidedly different than they
pected in all of New England and
South Bristol — Helpful Handy were when Bob Webster and I visit the footprints, or rather the wheel
New York. In Knox-Lincoln there
tracks made by Gen. Benedict Ared the great Central Maine structure
was a heavy bloom but not a very Home Hustlers.
I nold, whose advance on Quebec
South
Bristol
—
Tick
Tock
Toilers.
last fall, for on this occasion we rode .
. .
. .
„ ___
heavy set. The hailstorm caused con
’
,
.
- failed because his army was fagged
South Bristol—Merry Maids.
in our shirtsleeves and then—br-r-r. : and
...
siderable damage in Union and Jef
sickness
and
privations
had cut
Camden—Pine 4H.
ferson orchards. J. F. Calderwood
Through Milee of Woods
to deeply into’ it. This was in 1755,
Damariscotta—Happy Home Handy
and John Enright reported severe
Beyond Moscow the territory was but the trail had already been In use
bruising of apples and injury to trees. HclP€rs
new to me and very Interesting for nore than a century, first by the
....
| Damariscotta—Work and Win
the new read sits high on the hillside Indians, who probably violated the
In immersing milk cans in cooling < Pamarircotta -Twin Village 4-H.
,amc laws on the St. Lawrence Riyer
tanks or cooling water, be sure the 1 East Friendship—Happy Go Lucky. and commands a magnificent pano
ind later by the Jesuit fathers. The
ramic
view
of
the
great
lake
which
level of the milk or cream in the can
Friendship—Sunshine Workers.
modem industrial genius has created aying out of the actual road war
is not higher than the level of the j Hope—Golden Rule 4-H.
And here we encountered our first >;gun m 1747.
water around it. There should be at ’ Muscongus—-Four Leaf Clover.
It is a wonderfully fertile region—
evidence that the menacing drouth
least five gallons of water to every 1 Nobleboro—Sunshiney Seven.
had been broken, for there were .his Chaudiere Valley, but tt pos
gallon of milk or cream being cooled j Port Clyde—Maids of Maine.
traces of a recent shower, and the sessed for me a great mystery, con
Port Clyde—Pine Tree Girls' 4-H
haze which shut out the brilliant cerning which I will undertake to tell
The June and July moulting bird
Sheepscot—4-H Club
light of the sun promised a resump- you in my second installment.
may be the heavy layer which gets
West Southport—Willing Workers.
tion of rain.
i Continued in Saturday's Issue)
thin and quits only because she has
South Thomaston—Pine Tree Girls'
Here also we became cognizant
not been given proper care.
4-H.
ARTHUR DODGE
• • • •
cf the fact that we were on the
Union—Ambitious Maids.
Care expended on yearling hens at
hrrrhold of another country for a
Union—Wide Awake.
Arthur, youngest son of Mr. and
this time will pay dividends with
:gn read: "Canadian Trail Camps."
Union—Seven Tree Boys.
Mrs. Charles H. Dodge, d.;d Friday
cummer and fall production.
At Carratunk there is a warning
Union—Junior Farmers.
ifter a long and painful Illness a
• • • •
which gives the motorist heed, for it
Waldoboro—Sunry Side Up 4-H
his late home on James street. Al
With the Homes
ays: "Watch for rolling rocks," and
North Whitefield—Jolly Workers.
though he had b°cn ill for nearly
the
cliffs on the right, rising to a
Gum arabic solution can be used
Damariscotta Mills—Merry Work
two years, he had been confined tc
height of 75 tc 100 feet are laden
for sizing straw hats that have be ers.
his bed since last October. During
with them, and they are constantl)
• • • •
come limp Dissolve two level table
this time he had the constant care
spoons in a cup of boiling water.
The girls enrolled for the three descending Into the highway—no of his parents, brothers and sisters
mere pebbles, either.
Cool and apply to the hat with a contests are:
He bore his illness with patience and
And down comes the rain as wc
brush or cloth. Useful on panamas
Baking contest—Vida York, Vir
fortitude, and will be greatly missed
ginia Soules, Damariscotta Mills; Phyl enter The Forks, the locality which Funeral services were held Sunday
lis Osier, Ruth McLoon and Florence last spring was threatened by the Rev. E. O. Kenyon, attending. Th-erc
great freshet. Through 10 miles of were many beautiful flowers. In
Crocker, Damariscotta.
Style dress revue—Arline Cum virgin forest we come to Parlin Pond, terment was in Sea View cemetery.
mings. Wometa Cummings and Annie so well known to many Knox County The bearers were Nelson Sabien,
Rhodes, Union; Edith Nash. Camden; sportsmen. The Lake Parlin House Walter Yataw, Lewis Yataw and Le
Charlotte Bragdon, Damariscotta; is the largest hotel we have seen on land Boggs.
Lillian York. Damariscotta Mills; this northern journey, and lt ls with
Besides hLs parents he Ls survived
Catherine (tould, North Whitefield. i egret that we cannot follow Ray by two brothers. Ernest Dodge of
Young farmer contest—Virginia Sherman's advice and dine there.
Attleboro, Mass , Earl of this city
Trees, trees, trees. Maybe the au ind three sisters, Miss Alice Dodge
Thompson, Lillian Cold and Geral
dine Watts. Port Clyde: Pern Selders. thor of the famous song gained hls Mrs. Viva Lawry of this city and
South Bristol; Louise Nash, Camden inspiration from those which lin<| Mrs. Carrie Smalley of Thomaston
The final contests will be held the the lane through which we pass to
last of July The exact time and Jackman. Trees of many varieties,
place will be announced soon to all quite unlike the New Brunswick for
es ts where we had seen little else
contestants.
than sprue's. Looking back from the
I
Jackman hillsides the view is so won
derful that we are almost loth to
continue our Journey. There ls a
res aurant called "Peep Inn" and be
side it a watch tower the view from
v. hich Ls well worth the 10 cents pei
leok-see.
THINK OF ITI Only $2.50
a day single .... and $4.00
The Trail That Arnold Trod
Jackman is a very flat town, lead
double for this smart centrally
ing Ed to remark that probably
located hotel.
everything done there was "on the
level." At one end Is the Sacred
IRart Convent, which seemed to be
too*0
but what rooms they an I
very active on this day. Crossing the
00
town line into Moose River anqfner
Cheerful, colorful, cozy, each with
large church calls attention—this
u*
, tl»»u
to*0
private bath, shower, radio, circu
time the Congregationallst denomi
lating ice water and many other
nation. The Moose River Country
Club, with its golf links looked at
features you'll be happy about.
RADIO IN EVERY ROOM
tractive.
And the Buena Vista
Camps. Good view, indeed.
No stop is required by the United
IxMHttv* Office
States
customs office, after assurance
HOTIL MANGER
that we have proper registration.
NORTH STATION, BOSTON
"Last chance to tank up before enter
flcoic lend----- Card,
tar via byfrianda aod mytalf. Nd
ing Canada." reads a sign. Yet I had
abligatian.
51 »t STREET
always supposed that it was in Can
ada where most of the "tanking up"
AT 7th AVENUE, NEW YORK
Name.
........
-.
j was done Another sign calls attenROT MOUITON
Steal
i
■ ■
Cxttulire Viea-Pre,. and Managing Dir.
I tion to “the original line house."
Cllv
white to* oisoiFTive tooxin
We crossed the Canadian border
Agricultural

IN THE LAND OF RAIL FENCES
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Knox Lincoln Farm Bureau

MIDDLE OF JULY

Vacations

; With the Extension Agents

a

Every-Other-Day
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Pttre Fight

$2.

day

MANGER
L

1OOO ROOMS

in FULL PINTS (16 oz.)
CoMPARE America’s

fine ginger ale—now at this low price

—•with other nationally advertised
ginger ales. Note that Clicquot’s full
pint bottles contain 16 ounces instead
of 12. You get the equivalent of 3

extra pint bottles in every dozen—a

The same fine old

worth-while premium, don’t you think?

GINGER ALE
Sparkling with life ... and so
delightfully flavored. You'll
know at once why Clicquot
Club has been a favorite for
over half a century.

You may pay slightly morg at times when icing,
delivery ot other extra services are rendered.

THE

AMERICAN

STANDARD

OF

GOOD

TASTE

STRAND THEATRE

I me*s' ls rew®rdeJ for hls bravery I °f highly competent supporting
_ ___
1 with wounds that leave him a wreck ! players, each of whom is given a
Friday brings two attractions of of his former self.His efforts to re-chance for splendid work.
Loretta
unusual interest, the feature picture habilitate himself lead him into Young plays the leading feminine
"Handle With Care.” with James many adventures and into a stir- role.-adv.
...
J
I ring romance until he ls caught in ,
------------------ Dunn. Bool; MaUoroy and F. the ud(? Qf the ,.breadIine.. class
-what did her father settle on
Brendel—a delightful comedy ro- , considered one of Bartpelme's’ them when they were married?"
mance and a treat for \he whole ’ finest characterizations to date.
"The rest ot the family."—Boston
family; and the Schmelling Baer "Heroes for Sale' 'also boasts a cast Transcript.
fight picture which will be shown all
day Friday, along with the Lature
picture and no advance in prices.
A daring screen record of these
hectic times gives Richard Barthelmess the material for “Heroes for
Sale," which comes Saturday.
The story, which was written by
the late Wilson Mlzner, minces no
words or situatipns in portraying
the career of a "forgotten man."
The action commences with the
World War in tfblch the main char
acter played by Richard Bhrthel-

A FAMILY GATHERING
A very pleasant gathering was held
June 25 at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
J. F. Bryant in Knox Six well filled
cars arrived at the noon hour and a
bountiful picr.lc lunch was served out
of doors to a party of 43 The follow
ing were present: Mrs. Clara Wentworth. Mrs. Addie Robbins, grand
daughter Muriel and friend Mr. Gor
don, Mr. and Mrs. Mayr.ard Brown
ar.d son-in-law Frank Meservey, Jr.,
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Gallop, Mr. and
Mrs. F S. Meservey, Mr. and Mrs
Stanley Meservey and daughter Mary
Louise. Mr. and Mrs Elwln Mank and
children, Elwln. Rosalie and Gloria,
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Pease and chil
dren Lawrence, Robert, June, Vernon.
Dorothy, Allen, Mr. and Mrs. Crosby
Johnson and children Pauline, Teddy.
Mr and Mrs Alonzo Meservey, Miss
Elizabeth and Richard Meservey. The
lime was pleasantly passed with social
chat, singing and bathing The songs
by the little folks of the party would
have been well worth broadcasting
had there been a microphone at hand
Mr, and Mrs. F. S Meservey are the
parents of 11 children, all of whom
were present with their families, with
the exception of the oldest son who
lives In Massachusetts, and daughters
Clara and Lois who were away from
home.
Mrs. Meservey Is the oldest daugh
ter of Mr. and Mrs. T F. Wadsworth
who were residents of Appleton for
many years. Mr. Wadsworth died
nearly seven years ago and hls widow
makes her home with Mrs. A. Barnes
of Morrill. She Is the mother of 14
children, grandmother of 32, great
grandmother of 29, a total of 68 llvirg descendants. A woman of true
Christian piety, and loved by a host
of friends, as well as her own family,
a’l of whom extend to her loving
greetings.
WITH COMMUNITY-PLAYERS
A new kind of political drama was
Introduced to Lincolnville last week
by the Community-Players. "Madam
the Bass." a three-act political come
dy drama, with a love story as a
sub-plot, drew many fire words of
praise from all thoce who witnessed
the production. With women com
ing into every profession today,
this play revealed thc hand of
woman managing a city as a mayor
in such a way that political schemers
and grafters lost all chance for their
own
improvement.
Miss Helen
Young, whose ability as a leading
lady has been well established in the
community, played the part of Gilda
Wakefield, the madam who was boss,
even of the men who would buy her
with love or money.
The play will be repeated at Lin
colnville Beach on July 7 at the
church at 8 30 daylight time. Prices
have been lowered on the play. Thc
Beach people will furnish numbers
between acts, and also sell home
made candy. A good part of the
proceeds will go towards the Beach
Church in which it is played. —adv.

IN NEW YORK CITY
Reasonable Rates • Prepossessing Locations
SINOlt $|50 e JJg50 DOUILI

Direction of K J. Carrel

MOTH.
HOTIL
HOTIL
MOTH

YORK - Ilk Av*. end 36th St. — 1 minute Penn. Stetion
ORAND-Broadway end 31 tt St.—S minute* Penn. Stetion
INDICOTT-Columbus Ave. end Sift St.—Opposite Peril
MARTHA WASHINGTON for Women - >9 Eest 29th St

IN BOSTON
Hotel Manger, No. Station, *2 50 up.

IN CHICAGO
Hotel P'ari. No. Ave. A No. Clark St. Sl.St up

THE

COLONIAL BEACON
OIL COMPANY, INC.

allows its products

to take Second Place
THE COLONIAL BEACON OIL COM

Essolene will not be ballyhooed as

with Its thousands of

a “super” this or a "super” that.

Colonial Esso Stationsand Dealers,

We will not Insult your common

never sells a product over its name

sense with extravagant, fantastic

unless that product, by every test,

claims of the sort that are making

has proved tts superiority over

most gasoline advertising so hard

ttye field • Essolene—developed in

to believe • We simply say this: Try

PANY, INC.,

the world’s greatest Petroleum Re

Essolene. Be the judge yourself—

search Laboratories — sets a new

in your own car. Make any com

goal for all gasolines to attain. It

parison, or test, you choose, and

was developed not only with pres

convince yourself that in Essolene

ent motor problems in mind but

the Colonial Beacon Oil Company,

future motor trends as well.

Inc., leads the way.
•

Essolene guarantees smoother

Colored Orange

performance. This company stands

e

firmly back of that guarantee •

to Prevent Substitution
Copr. 1933, Emo, Inc.

PRICI

vMnteei Smoother Performance
COLONIAL

€sso
STATIONS

Esftolene Compoeition protected by U. S. Pat. pending.

• EaAolene, Esso, and Eesolube—the 5-Star Motor Oil, are sold nt Colonial Eeeo
Stations and Dealers owned- operated or supplied by the Colonial Beacon OU
Cori panJ, Incorporated

